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Abstract 

Both electrical conductivity and magnetic susceptibility are important physical para- 

meters in exploration geophysics, and information about t heir distributions can be used 

to determine subsurface structures, and to detect minerd deposits and other natural 

resources. The ultimate goal. of this thesis is to recover conductivity and susceptibility 

fiom the inversions of electromagnetic (EM) data from various loop-loop systems. 

A large number of frequency-domain EM (FEM) data are taken in EM surveys by 

using different loop configurations, and the inversions of these data may provide inde- 

pendent information about the geological targets. Previous work on the inversions of EM 

data has involved only horizontal loop sources. Consequently, data measured with other 

coil systems have been constantly rejected from the inversions. In Chapter 2, 1 investig- 

ate the effect of coil configurations on the inversion and develop an inverse algorithm to 

invert EM data from different coil systems. 

EM data can also be measured in the boreholes. Large loop systems which measure 

transient EM (TEM) data on the ground or in the borehole have found increased appli- 

cation in exploration geophysics. However, the inversion of borehole TEM data has not 

been fully addressed. In Chapter 3, 1 investigate whether, and how, the use of borehole 

data in inversions enhances the recovered models. 

In geophysical explorations, EM responses are a function of the geornetry, conductiv- 

ity, and susceptibility. The d u e n c e  £rom magnetic susceptibility on EM data has long 

been appreciated, but no existing literature has been found about the reconstruction of 

susceptibility through rigorous inversions. In most cases magnetic susceptibility has been 

treated as a source of "contamination" in the inversions, and people have b e n  trying very 



hard to eliminate that "contaminationn by truncating or disregarding the inphase EM 

data in carrying out inversions. In doing so, useful information about the distribution 

of magnetic susceptibility is wasted, and the recovered conductivity models become less 

reliable. In Chapter 4, 1 study the effect of susceptibility on the data, and reconstruct 

susceptibility from the inversion when the conductivity distribution is specified. 

The problem with the individual inversions in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 is that accurate 

information about either conductivity or susceptibility is required in order to recover the 

other. Thus, it is necessary to explore the possibility of reconstructing 1-D conductivity 

and susceptibility simultaneously from the inversion of the EM data. In carrying out 

simultaneous inversions in Chapter 5, 1 minimize a global model objective function, 

which includes both conductivity and susceptibility, subject to the data constraints. The 

h a 1  conductivity and susceptibility models are obt ained by adjusting the parameter that 

controls the relative weighting between the two terms in the model objective function. 

Much of the work in Chapter 2 to Chapter 5 is done in 1-D environment, while geolo- 

gical targets are usually 3-D. Idealy one would like to carry out 3-D inversion to obtain 

information about the 3-D targets. Currently, however, full 3-D rigorous inversions of 

EM data axe computationally prohibitive, and approximate 3-D inversions are necessary. 

In Chapter 6, 1 develop a linear mapping that can be used to in interpret the data col- 

lected in a 3-D environment. The algorithm is applied to a field data set collected over 

Mt. Milligan. 

All algorithms have been tested on both synthetic and field data sets. Those tests 

show that the algorithms are robust to different error assignments, even when the error 

is correlated. The recovered conductivity and susceptibility models from the inversions 

of field data have provided usefd geological information. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Exploration geophysics is applied to obtain information about the subsurface of the eazth 

that is not available from surface geological observations. Because the electrical resistivity 

of difietent earth materials ranges over many orders of magnitude, electromagnetic (EM) 

methods can be used to map the subsurface resistivity structure. 

Early EM methods were iargely designed by the Scandinavians and the Canadians 

for exploration in under-glaciated Precambrian shield conditions, where the resistivities 

of the host and the overburden are generally high. They did not work well in areas where 

the overburden or host rock was conductive. The lack of sophistication in data gathering 

and processing severely limit ed th& exploration depth. Moreover, early EM systems 

were relatively heavy, cumbersome, and slow in operation. 

Modern EM methods are characterized by their emphasis on deeper exploration and 

by the need to acquire measurements of the response of the earth over a broad fiequency 

range. In addition, to process the vast amount of digital data coIlected in the field and 

the inherently weaker signals originating from deeper targets, it has become necessary to 

rely heavily on modern cornputer technology. Nevertheless, most modem equipment is 

remarkably portable, considering its sophistication. 

Nowadays EM methods are widely used in exploration for resources such as petroleum, 

groundwater, mineral deposits and geotherrnal energy. They also find application in 

engineering studies to map structures and to help detemaine material properties of rocks 

and in hazardous waste site investigations to map conductive plumes and hydrological 



features. EM methods are also used in archeology studies where layered rocks are usually 

encountered. 

EM methods include a variety of techniques, survey methods, applications, and in- 

terpretation procedures, which are further complicated by a bewildering array of trade 

names. Each technique, however, involves the measurement of one or more electric or 

magnetic field components by a receiver, from an EM source. There are two classes of 

sources: natural sources, and artificial or controlled sources. Each has its own advant- 

ages and disadvantages. For reconnaissance surveys and deep structure studies, natnral 

sources are more economic to use. Due to power requirements, the investigation depth 

for controlled-source EM methods is h t e d  to a few kilometers or less whereas natural 

field methods can be used to penetrate through the crust and into upper mantle. How- 

ever, for studying shallow geological targets, the mobility and the resolution provided by 

controlled-source EM methods are superior to the natural source EM methods. 

The artificial sources can be grounded wires or isolated current-carrying loops. Grounded- 

wire antennas are usually straight lengths of wïre laid on the surface of the ground and 

connected to the earth through low resistance electrodes at either end. The transmitter 

can be connected to the wire at any convenient location. 

Large loops having dimensions of several hundred meters genera-lly consist of a single 

turn of isolated wire laid on the ground in the form of a square or rectangle. Loops of 

intermediate size are generally formed from a multi-conductor cable and are laid on the 

ground or are suspended in the vertical plane by use of masts. Small loops generally 

consist of many turns of wire wound on a rigid form, and a ferrite or metal core may also 

be used. 

Whde wire sources can provide greater depth of penetration because the primary field 

from wires f d s  off Iess rapidly at large distance than loop sources, loops are popular 

because they can work in the presence of resistive overburdens, and can be deployed 
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more quickly and easily. More important, since loop sources do not need to be connected 

to the ground, they c m  be used in airborne EM surveys, and that is a huge advantage 

over the wire sources. 

In most frequency-domain EM (FEM) systems, a current having approximately a 

sinusoidal or a square waveform is ciriven though the antema by an amplifier or a 

switcher. If a squaxe waveform is used, it is possible to simultaneously measure the base 

fiequency and some af its harmonies. In any case the frequency is usually changed in 

discrete steps to make the measurements. In the-domain EM (TEM) systems, the most 

common waveform is a train of approximately square, bipolar pulses with an off-time 

between pulses. Other repetitive waveforms such as triangles are also used. 

The secondary electromagnetic fields induced by the primary fields are measured by 

difTerent EM sensors. Three types of sensors are used for EM surveys: induction coils, 

magnetometers, and grounded wires. Wires are used to measure the electnc field while 

loops are used to record the time rate of change of magnetic flux density, dB/dt. The 

time constant of the receiver coil (L/R) should be much less than the earliest time of 

measurement for TEM systems, and the self-resonant frequency of the coil should be 

higher than the frequencies of measurement for a FEM system. A variety of fluxgate, 

SQUZD, feedback coil, and other types of magnetometers are sometimes used to meas- 

me B rather than dB/dt. For loop sensors, the sensitivity, the self-resonant frequency, 

and the noise level are the important parameters. The most important parameters of 

magnetometers are the sensitivity, the frequency response, and the noise level. 

There are several practical and theoretical clifferences between B and dB/dt meas- 

urements. For detection of very good conductors, B measurements will often give su- 

perior results (Mallick, 1978, Gupta Sarma et al., 1976). It is of interest to note that 

dB/dt devices effectiveIy pre-whiten the noise (Spies and Frischknecht, 1988). In some 

frequency-domain instruments, the amplitude of one or more components or the ratio 
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of two components is measured withont reference to the transmitter. More often, some 

type of phase reference or time reference scheme is used. In principle a cable connection 

is the simplest. 

DXerent combinations of the source and receiver orientations fonn different coil con- 

figurations. Four commody used loop-loop codgurations are the horizont al coplanar 

(HC), vertical coplanar (VC), perpendicular (PP), and vertical coaxial (CA). In the PP 

configuration, one loop is oriented with its axis vertical and the other is oriented with 

its axis horizontal and pointing toward the axis of the first loop. The description of the 

ot her configurations are self-explanatory. 

A large Ioop is used primarily in the fixed-source mode. For a large loop it is practical 

to take measurements at any location inside or outside the loop, except in the irnmediate 

vicinity of the wire. A special case in which a vertical-axis receiver is put right at the 

center of the source loop is cded  central loop system, and it is very popular in TEM 

surveys. Coincident loop system is a special case where the source loop coincides with 

the receiver loop spatially. 

In the display and analysis of EM data, the induction number is an important ter- 

minology. Theoretical results are often displayed using induction number. Typically the 

induction number B = ( c ~ p w / 2 ) ~ / ~ r  is used in the frequency-domain, and the induction 

number a = ( ~ p / 4 t ) ' / ~ r  or P = 6 is used in the tirne-domain. Here T is a geometrical 

factor which could be the radius of a sphere or a cyhder, or the coil separation, depend- 

h g  on the specific mode1 under study. w and t are the angular frequency and the tirne. 

a and p are the conductivity and susceptibility respectively. 

Theoretical studies on the effects of magnetic dipole sources placed over a conductive 

earth have been made by Belluigi (1949), Gorden (1951), Bhattacharyya (1955, 1963), 

Malqvist (1965), and in a series by Wait (1951, 1952, 1953, 1955, 1958, 1962). Slichter 
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and Knopoff (1959) have presented some numerical results for homogeneous and two- 

layer earths. The theory of EM sounding with dipole sources has been later developed by 

Keller and Frischknecht (1966); Vanyan (1967), Dey and Ward (1970), Ryu et al. (IWO), 

Ward and Hohmann (1988). Keller and Frischknecht (1966) and Vanyan (1967) have 

presented extensive numerical results for the field and mutuai impedances on, and above, 

a two-laper earth for different configurations of two-loop sounding. They mentioned an 

interpretation scheme with field examples. Dey and Ward (1970) computed the forward 

responses of a horizontal magnetic dipole (HMD) over a layered earth, by using the Hertz 

potential. Ward and Hohmann (1988) also studied the same problem by using Schelkunoff 

potentials and established a set of solutions under the quasi-static assumption. Ryu et 

al. (1970) have developed the complete formulation of the EM response of a multilayered 

earth excited by a vertical magnetic dipole. Duckworth (1970) bas suggested a simplified 

method to depth sounding in geometric mode for rnining problems. Fuller and Wait 

(1972) have studied the response of a coplanar loop over ground where conductivity 

varies exponentidy with depth. Ryu et al. (1972) discussed the field application of the 

two-loop sounding method for a mdtilayer earth. Sinha (1973) presented response curves 

over a multilayered earth for the case of EM two-loop sounding applicable to airborne 

surveys with a cornparison of d8erent loop configurations. 

Patra (1970) introduced a convenient method of frequency-sounding with a large loop 

known as central frequency sounding (CFS). He presented response curves for two-layer 

models for CFS based upon simplified assumptions and approximations. Later Ryu et 

al. (1970) studied the central induction method and presented numerical results for a 

two-layer eart h. 

Common techniques used in interpreting EM data include manual cuve  matching, 

interactive trial-and-error matching using a computer, and automated computer pro- 

grams. All methods are still used today but automated computer inversion has become 
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widespread and more popular than graphie methods, because of the advent of powerful, 

low-cost, digital cornputers. Those computer-based inversion methods can be divided 

into mainly two categones. 

The fist  one is model-fitting: computing the parameters of an assumed model sup- 

posed to represent that portion of the earth under consideration. Normdy the model- 

fitting problem is overdetennined. Glenn et al. (1973) have discussed development of an 

interpretation technique of sounding data. In th& paper they inverted the data fiom a 

two-layer model to recover the conductivity and thickness of the top layer. Latex Glenn 

and Ward (1976) elaborated on the method, emphasizing experirnent design: cust omizing 

a field survey based on an assumed model to mwomize the information content of data. 

Ward et al. (1976) illustrated the use of the techniques in a ground water problem, com- 

paring results obtained from the use of horizontal- and vertical-loop sources with those 

from electrical sounding (Schlurnberger). Then Tripp et al. (1978), Gomez-Trevïno and 

Edwards (1983), and Raiche et al. (1985) discussed model fitting techniques and appli- 

cations furt her, in each case demonstrating the enhanced resolution engendered by joint 

inversion of electncal and EM soundings. Other publications illustrating the applications 

of l-D model fitting for controlled-source EM are Frischknecht and Raab (1984), Spies 

and Frischknecht (Volume II), and Kaufman and Keller (1983). 

The main advant age for model-fit ting met hods is t hat it is computationally economic. 

However, because of the complexity of geological targets, usudy it is very difficult to 

represent them adequately with models made of only a few parameters and cells. Further 

more, the pnmary concerns in model-fitting inversions is to fit the data, and the non- 

uniqueness of the inverse problems is not addressed. 

The other method is rigorous inversion which concerns not only with convergence 

and robustness, but also with the non-uniqueness of the inversion (Constable et al., 

1987; Whittall and Oldenburg, 1992). Usually an underdetermined inverse problem is 



solved in rigorous inversions, and the prototype technique used are variations of the 

Gauss-Newton technique. Model norms, which can be 1-nom, 2-nom or other types of 

norms, axe minimiRed subject to the data constraints. The nonlinear inverse problem is 

solved by linearizing the relationship between the model parameters m, and the observed 

data D O b s ,  

where the predicted data D(m) are calculated from the earth d e h e d  by model para- 

meters ml and the matrix J is the Jacobian matrix of the data whose elements are given 

where M and N are the numbers of observations and the model parameters respectively. 

If the remainder O can be neglected, then bm, the perturbation on the model, can 

be obtained by using some regularized procedures. The model is updated by adding 

the perturbation to the starting model which is provided by the interpreter. Successive 

iterations will eventually reduce the data misfit to the desired tolerant level. 

Because of the restriction on computer resources, the application of rigourous inver- 

sion techniques to the inversion of controlled-source EM data is mainly restricted to 1-D 

problems. Fdagar and Oldenburg (1984) presented an inversion scheme to invert hori- 

zontal coplanar EM data to reconstruct 1-D conductivity. Farquharson and Oldenburg 

(1994) inverted transient EM data to recover 1-D conductivity. However, there are still 

many important questions, even for 1-D inverse problems, waiting to be addressed. Until 

now most work on the inversions of 1-D controlled source EM data involves horizontal 

coplanar data, and not enough attention has been put on the inversions of EM data 



obtained from other coi1 configurations. The earth responds to different source orienta- 

tion differently. Hence EM data collected £rom dift'erent coil systems carry independent 

information about the targets. So the inversions of data from different coil systems need 

to be investigated. 

Another important issue is the effect of susceptibility on the EM data. The main 

physicd property a.fFecting EM measurements is conductivity where earth materials show 

many orders of magnitude variation, while for many rocks and materials, magnetic sus- 

ceptibility are either zero or near zero. However, magnetic susceptibility must in many 

cases be considered in EM surveys. Large susceptibilities, substantially greater than O, 

are often encountered in prospecting for mineral deposits containing high concentrations 

of magnetite or pyrrhotite. High susceptibility may also occur in flood basalts and other 

mafic rocks. The inphase data in FEM surveys can be severely affected by susceptibility. 

Negative inphase data in airborne EM surveys are the manifestation of the existence 

of magnetizations (Fraser, 1970). Those negative inphase data cannot be explained by 

any purely conductive model. Therefore inversion algorithm which can accommodate 

susceptibility are needed. 

Presently the Bgorous inversions of 2-D or 3-D controlled-source EM data are still 

computationally prohibitive. Only a few authors have tned to attack the high-dimensional 

problerns for controlled-source EM data by using rigorous inversion techniques. Ellis 

(1995) carried out 3-D inversion for a HC system with conjugate gradient method, quasi- 

Newton method, and Gaussian-Newton method. All techniques were very time consum- 

ing, and because of the limitation on computer memory, the model was severely under- 

parameterized. Newman and Alumbaugh (1995) used a conjugate gradient method to 

carry out a full 3-D inversion on massively pardel (MP) computer. Going to an MP 

platform is a necessity in th& it allows large models to be reconstructed which are not 

under-parameterized in a reasonable amount of time. 
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Since the main stream of the computers used by industry are PCs or workstations, the 

2-D or 3-D inversions of controkd-source EM data are stdl computationdy prohibitive, 

and cannot be used as practical tooh in interpreting the data. As an alternative, low-cost 

techniques are needed t O provide approxhate 3-D images of the conductivity struct mes. 

Inverting 3-D data with 1-D dgorithms can generate useful information about the 3-D 

structure, but the recovered images could be biased by 3-D effects. Algorithms based on 

Born and extended Born (Harbashy, T.M. et al., 19931, quasi-linear (Zhdanov and Fang, 

1994) approximations are developed to provide images less biased by 3-D effects than 

conventional 1-D inversions. 

This thesis is concerned wit h reconstructing the dect rical conductivit y and magnetic 

susceptibility structures from the inversions of EM data. The final goal is the sixnultane- 

ous inversion in which the conductivity and susceptibility information is extracted £rom 

the EM data simultaneously. 

1 begin in Chapter 2 by illustrating the inversion philosophy and major components 

of an inversion. In Chapter 2, 1 describe a Gauss-Newton procedure for a nonlinear 

problem. This procedure is applied to a kequency-domain EM problem. One dimensional 

conductivity is recovered £rom inversions of the horizontal coplanar, vertical coplanar, 

coaxial, and perpendicular coi1 systems. This inversion technique is also used to solve 

the nonlinear inverse problems in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. 

Chapter 3 is focused on recovering 1-D conductivity structures fkom inversions of the 

time-domain data from both surface and borehole configurations. The merits of joint 

inversions of borehole and surface data are explored. Synthetic and field data sets are 

inverted to recover 1-D conductivity models. 

In Chapter 4, 1 investigate the d u e n c e  of magnetic susceptibility on EM data and 

develop an aigorithm to recover 1-D susceptibility fiom the inversions of EM data when 
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the conductivity is known. A nonlinear mapping is introduced to add a positivity con- 

stra.int on the inversion. To conchde Chapter 4, the inverse dgorithm is tested on both 

synthetic and field data sets. 

In Chapter 5 a 1-D simultaneous inversion code is built up based upon work in pre- 

vious chapters. B y minimizing a global model objective function composed of individual 

model objective functions for conductivity and susceptibility, the algorit hm recovers 1-D 

conductivity and susceptibility structures simultaneously from fiequency EM data. In 

this chapter, 1 also discuss the ways to form feasible solutions, and the trade-off be- 

tween conductivity and susceptibility. This simultaneous inversion algorithm is tested on 

spthet ic  and field data sets. 

In Chapter 6, 1 discuss approximate mapping for 3-D EM data. Instead of attacking 

the 3-D inverse problem directly, 1 introduce an 3-D mapping based on a Born approxim- 

ation and solve a linear inverse problem. In order to deal with huge data sets, a subspace 

technique is used to solve the inverse matrices. This algorithm is tested on both 3-D 

synthetic and field data sets. 

The major conclusions of this thesis are summaiized in Chapter 7. 

Finally, how to estimate the errors in the data is an important question because dif- 

ferent error assignments can lead to different results. Common error assignments include 

d o r m  errors on all data, a percentage of the data, or a constant base value plus a per- 

centage of the data. Since measurement error is usudy given in fixed values, a constant 

error assignment can be used to account for it. 3-D effects are usudy proportional to 

the amplitude of the data, so a percentage error can be used in 1-D inversions in 3-D 

environments. A s m d  constant error can be added to the percentage error, to keep 

near-zero data from carrying too much weight in the inversion. Unlike synthetic data, 

the error in field data is usudy tinknown. So it is necessary to c a r y  out several inver- 

sions with different error assignments, and compate the resultant models with geological 
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information and other physical constraints, to determine the appropriate error assign- 

ment. As demonstrated in numerical examples, my aIgorithm is robust with difFerent 

error assignments, and can extract information about the targets even when the error in 

the data is conelated. 



Chapter 2 

Recovering 1-D conductivity fiom the inversion of EM data 

2.1 Introduction 

In electromagnetic surveys, data can be measured with different coil systems. Different 

orientations of the source probe the earth somewhat differently while difFerent orienta- 

tions of the receiver measure different components of the earth response. When only a 

limited number of frequencies are available, the data fiom different coil configurations 

provide complement ary information about the conductivit y. Figure 2.1 shows t hese four 

commonly used coil configurations. 

Most of the applications of those configurations are found in airborne EM surveys, 

where the transmitter is small enough compared to the coil separation so that it can be 

treated as a horizontal or vertical magnetic dipole. Ryu et al. (1970) presented a solution 

for the forward problem of a horizontal loop. Their solution can be easily adopted for 

a vertical magnetic dipole (VMD) source. Dey and Ward (1970) computed the forward 

responses of a horizontal magnetic dipole (HMD) over a layered earth, by using the 

hertz potential. They showed that, when the measurements are taken above the earth, 

the secondary field due to TM mode associated with a HMD can be ignored. Ward 

and Hohmann (1988) also studied the same problem by using Schelkunoff potentials and 

established a set of solutions under the quasi-static assumption. 

Although the problem of 1-D inversions of electromagnetic data has been studied 

extensively in the literature, most of these studies have centered on the inversion of the 
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Figure 2.1: Four commonly used coil configurations: the horizontal coplanar (HC), the 
perpendicular (PP), the coaxial (CA), and the vertical coplanar (VC) systems. Tx and 
Rx denote the transmitter and receiver respectively. 

horizontal coplanar data. In this Chapter I invert data obtained fkom the horizontal 

coplanar, vertical coplanar, perpendicular, and coaxial coil configurations to recover 1-D 

conductivity distribution. I first solve the forward problem for the different coil systems. 

Based upon Dey and Ward's work (1970), 1 established a linear relationship among the 

coaxial, vertical coplanar and horizontal coplanar data. This relationship can be used to 

detect the violation of the 1-D assumption, and be potentially used as a mapping tool 

to locate regions with strong variation in conductivity. 1 propose a simple way to obtain 

the sensitivities, which are the partial derivatives of the magnetic fields with respect to 

conductivity, for different coil systems. My inverse algorithm is tested on both synthetic 

and field data. 

2.2 Forward modeling of the coplanar EM system 

Horizontal coplanar system enjoys the most applications in geophysical exploration. The 

symmetry of the problem signifîcantly reduces the complexity in the derivation of the 

theories for the forward modeling and the sensitivity computing. Solutions for the loop 

source can be readily reduced to those from a vertical magnetic dipole source, and the 
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Figure 2.2: Geometry of the coplanax coil system. A horizontal transmitter ioop (Tx) 
of radius a is located at height h above the surface of a 1-D earth. The source current 
has angular fiequency w and amplitude I. The receiver (Rx) is situated at a radial 
distance T horn the loop source. The earth is modeled as M layers. The conductivity 
and susceptibility in the ith layer is denoted as ai and ni. Z*, is the vertical distance 
between Tx and Rx. 

reflection coefficient can be used later to establish solutions for other coil configurations. 

Consider two horizontal coils separated by a distance T . The transmitter is at height 

h above the earth's surface and carries a harmonic current 1eiWt, where w is the angdar 

hequency. The earth is characterized by a set of horizontal layers whose thickness, 

conductivity and susceptibility of the ith layer are given by (hi, ai, K ; ) .  The geometry for 

the forwaxd modeling is shown in Figure 2.2. In the following derivation, 1 use H and 

E to denote the magnetic and electric fields, and assume that the electric permittivity E 

takes on it s value in fiee space €0. 

The circulas symmetry allows me to employ a cylindricd coordinate system, reducing 
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Maxwell's equations to the following: 

and 

where 

and i = G. as is the distance between the source plane and the receiver plane. By 

eliminating the magnetic field H, and Hz from equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), 1 obtain 

an inhomogeneous scalar equation 

2 where kj = w HEO - iwpjuj.  Equation (2.4) can be converted into Hankel transform 

domain. The partial differential equation for the electric field, in the Hanlrel transform 

where X is the Hankel transformation parameter, J1 is the Bessel function of first order, 

and uj? = XZ - ki. After inverse Hankel transformation, the secondary electrical field is 

given by 

where the input impedance of the jth layer is given by (Wait, 1962) 
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and the intrinsic impedance Zj is defined as 

In the ha-space at the bottom there is no np-going wave and hence the input imped- 

ance is equal to the intrinsic impedance. That is, ZM = ZM. After inverse Bankel 

transformation, 1 obt ain the secondary magnetic field in the fiequency-domain 

The induced secondary voltage measured in a receiver coil is the time derivative of the 

magnetic flux and is expressed in the frequency domain as 

where DS is the effective area of the receiver. Field data sets take on different forms. 

The responses can be the secondary magnetic fields or voltage, or they c m  be total 

magnetic fields or voltage; these latter require the inclusion of the primary field. When 

secondary fields or voltage are used, the data are usually normalized by the prirnary field 

and provided in parts per million (ppm) of the primary field. Responses in a field survey 

are acquired at a number of S e r e n t  frequencies and at each fiequency both inphase and 

quadrature phase (or real and imaginary) data can be obtained. The phase determination 

is made with respect to the ptimary magnetic field. 

2.2.1 Forward modeling for other coil configurations 

In this section 1 solve forward modeling for the VC, CA, and PP coil systems. Those 

coil configurations are mainly used in s m d  loop systems where the coil separation is 

much bigger than the radius of the source loop, therefore 1 can use vertical or horizontal 

magnetic dipole to approxirnate the source bops. If the secondary magnetic fields for 
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VC, CA, PP and HC systems are denoted as ac, HcA, HPP and HHc, then under the 

quasi-st atic assumption, the forward responses are 

where RTE is the TE mode reflection coefficient, m is the moment of the source, z is the 

observing height. The above results are obtained by rernoving the primary field from the 

solutions given by Dey and Ward (1910), Ward and Hohmann (1988), and R p  et al. 

(1970)- 

I use intrinsic and input impedance to compute the reflection coefficient RTE: 

where Zo is the intrinsic impedance of free space, and input Mpedance at the f i s t  layer, 

Z1, can be found by the recursive procedure outlined by Ryu et ai. (1970). 1 note that the 

coil configurations do not provide independent information. In fact HCA = HEC - HVC. 

The usage of this relation will be illustrated later on. 

A numerical example is given in Figure 2.3. The source and receiver are placed on 

the surface of a 0.01 S/m half-space. The magnetic susceptibility is set to zero. Panels 

(a),(b),(c) and (d) in Figure 2.3 show the data from coaxial, perpendicular, vertical 

coplanar and horizontal coplanar systems. Below 100 hertz, the amplitudes of the real 

and imaginary components of the coaxial data are about the same. The imaginary 
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Figure 2.3: The secondary magnetic field over a half-space of 0.01 S/m. Panels (a), (b), 
(c), and (d) show the absolute value of the secondary magnetic field from the coaxial, 
perpendicular , vertical coplanar and horizontai coplanar coil systems. Solid lines denote 
the red components, and dashed lines denote the irnaginary components of the data. 

components of the data from the other three configurations are larger than the amplitudes 

of the real components at low frequencies. 

2.3 Calculation of the sensitivities 

In order to carry out a ~ ~ O ~ O U S  inversion, one needs to compute the sensitivities J, which 

connect the perturbations on the mode1 rn to the perturbations on the data D(m). The 

element s of J are 
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wbere M and N are the numbers of observations and the mode1 parameters respectively. 

T here exist several different met hods for calcdating sensitivities. S ee McGillivray and 

Oldenburg (1990) for a review of some techniques, A general way of obtaining the Frechet 

derivative is the adjoint Green's function method, which is used here. 

2.3.1 Calculation of the sensitivities for the coplanar system 

Let the earth be divided into a sequence of layers and let each layer have a constant but 

unknown conductivity that is to be found. Then 

where N is the number of layers, and lij is the box-car function. hserting equation (2.17) 

into equation (2.6) and differentiating the eIectnc field with respect to uj yields the 

sensitivity equation 

The sensitivity problem can be solved by using adjoint Green's function solution (Zhang 

and Oldenburg, 1994): 

where E( A, x, w )  is the secondary electric field generated by the source loop in the j t  h 

Iayer, and G(A? Z, W )  is the Green's function which can be obtained by solving 
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The sensitivities for the magnetic field are related to the sensitivities for the electric field 

t hrough Faraday's law 

2.3.2 Calculating sensitivities for ot her coi1 systems 

While it is possible to obtain the sensitivities for other coil systems by using the vector 

potentials, and repeating the procedure outlined in the previous section, 1 compute the 

sensitivities through a simpler way. By making use of the relationship governing the 

forward responses £rom different coil configurations and the sensitivities for the coplanar 

system, 1 build the solutions to the sensitivity problems of the other three systems. 

Equations (2.11) to (2.14) show that the effect of a on the data is exclusively em- 

bodied in the reflection coefficient RTE. The difference among the data of those four 

coil configurations is solely caused by geometry. Let Hxu be any one of the secondary 

magnetic fields given in equations (2.11) to (2.14), and Oxu be the geometry factor which 

can be decided fiom equations (2.11) to (2.14). Then the generic form of the sensitivities 

where the index XY denotes ;uiv one of VC, PP, CA and HC. The sensitivities of 

the electrical field for a horizontal coplanar systern have been given in equation (2.19). 

Combining equations (2.22) and (2.19) yields 

Substituting equation (2.23) back into equation (2.22) 1 obtain the sensitivities for the 

other three systems by applying the appropriate geometric factors: 
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Oac is listed here for completeness. 

2.4 The inverse algorithm 

In nonlinear inverse problems, one is provided with observations dp, i = 1, N, and 

an associated error estimate E; for each datum. A forward modeling is also supplied 

so that the ith datum can be written as di = F;(o) with the understanding that the 

magnetic susceptibility and dielectric permit tivity are included in the forward mapping. 

The inverse problem is non-unique. 1 prciceed by introducing a model objective hnctioa 

and then finding that model which minimizes the objective function subject t O fitting the 

data. There are two requirements for the model parameter used in the inversion. Because 

conductivity is positive, a positivit y constraint is required in the inversion. Conductivi ty 

can vary severd orders in amplitude, so a nonlinear mapping is needed to prevent large 

d u e s  of conductivity from carrying too much weight in the inversion, An obvious way 

to achieve those requirements would be the use of m = h ( a )  as the model. The model 

objective function, 

penalizes vertical ruughness and ciifferences between the recovered model and a reference 

model mo. In equation (2.25) a is a parameter that controls the relative importance of 

the two terms. w, and wf are weighting functioas which can be prescribed by the user. 

When the earth is divided into layers of constant conductivity, equation (2.25) can be 
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discretized and written as 

where m = ( m l ,  mz, .,.mnf) is a model parameter vector and Wm is an M x M weighting 

matrix. 1 chose a data misfit objective function 

where 77; is the error associated with the ith datum, and Doba and D are the observed 

and predicted data respectively. My goal is to find a model m that mini&zes equation 

(2 .26)  subject to the constraint that q5d in equation (2.27) is equal to a target misfit 

4;. If the errors are Gaussian and independent then q5d is a chi-squared variable and 

its expected value is approximately equal to N for N > 5. Correspondingly, 1 often set 

42 - N. The opthkation problem of minimizing equation (2.26) subject to (bd = 4;; 

requires rnbimhhg 

#(ml = 4, + B " ( h  - 4d) ,  (2 .28)  

where /3 is a Lagrangian multiplier. The nonlinear nature of the problem requires lin- 

earization and iteration to a solution. Let m(") be the model at the ntb iteration and let 

b m  be a perturbation. The effect of the perturbation on the ith datum is given through 

a Taylor's expansion 

where Jij = dàJ3mj is the sensitivity which indicates how 4 is affected by a changing 

on the model parameter for the jth layer. The problem becomes: minimize 

where c,b;("+') is a target misfit at each iteration. Generally 1 choose #J:(,("+') = l/y#i(n) 

where y > 1. Writing ~[m("+')]  = F [rn(")] + J6m and setting the gradient VhqJ = O, 1 
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obtain 

6 m = [ B W ~ W m + ~ T W ~ ~ ~ ~ ] - ' { ~ T ~ ~ d ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ m [ m o - m ( n ) ] ) ,  (2.31) 

where 6Dn is 

A nonlinear line search is carried out at each iteration to find that P which generates 

the desired target misfit, or if that is not achievable, to select that ,L3 which produces 

the minimum misfit. The inversion procedure continues until the initial desired misfit 

is achieved and until further iterations produce no significant reduction in the model 

objective function. The inversion algorithm begins with an initial conductivity model 

and in each iteration the model is upgraded until the model fits the data and recovers a 

smooth conductivity structure. The susceptibility distribution has to be specified at the 

very beginning of the inversion and is fked throughout the inversion. 

2.4.1 Joint inversion of the coplanar and coaxial data 

In many cases data £rom difFerent coil configurations are collected at the same time. The 

most common example is the DIGHEM system, which takes measurements of coplanar 

and coaxial data simultaneously. The coplanar system has better coupling with horizontal 

txgets while the c o k a l  configuration couples better with vertical structure. So a joint 

inversion could delineate the targets better in a 2-D or 3-D environment. However, when 

1-D joint inversion algorithms are applied to 3-D data sets, the 3-D effects on data £rom 

different coil systems are different. Consequently it may be difficult to recover a model 

which can explain 3-D data £rom difierent coil configurations simultaneously. 

The model objective function is that given by equation (2.25). But the data objective 

function includes both coplanar and coaxia.1 data: 
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where WacA and Wacp are the weighting matrixes for coaxial and coplanar data, D$$ and 

DCP are the observed and predicted coplanar data, and ~ $ 1  and DCA are the observed 

and predicted coaxial data. The joint inversion can be solved by m h h h h g  the mode1 

objective function subject to data constraints. That is, miiiimize 

Setting the gradient V6,+(m) = O yields 

where 

and 

where JCA and JCp are the sensitivities for the coplanar and coaxial systems respectively. 

The value of P is determined through a non-linear h e  search in the same manner as in 

the inversions of individual data sets. 

2.5 Synt hetic examples 

In this section 1 invert coplanar, coaxial, perpendicular and vertical coplanar data gen- 

erated £rom both 1-D and 3-D synthetic rnodels. Those synthetic models can be used 

to simulate sulfide deposits. Susceptibility is assumed to be zero and is fixed through 

out of the inversion. The data were norrnalized by the primary fields, and are given in 
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ppm. The prirnary field for the perpendidar system is zero, so 1 use the primary field 

associated with the coplanar system to normalize the perpendicular data. 

In this section 1 test the algorithm on 1-D synthetic data. EM methods are good in 

picking up conductive zones but may have difficulty to delineate resistive zones. To make 

the test more realistic, 1 designed a 1-D model which consists of two conductive zones 

sandwichhg a resistive layer. Through the test, 1 want to see whether the inversion can 

recover the resistive zone. The secondary magnetic fields for all four coil configurations 

were calculated at 10 fiequencies ranging from 110 to 56320 hertz, with each hequency 

doubling the preceding one. The coil separation is 10 meters and the source and receiver 

are placed 30 meters above the earth. 

In performing the following inversions, the earth is divided into 44 layers to a depth 

of 500 meters. The parameter a is chosen as 0.02. The starting and reference models 

are S/m half-spaces. The data were corrupted with 1% Gaussian noise. This error 

level is about what we can expect in field surveys. 

In the first inversion, 1 used a percentage error assignment in the inversions. The 

standard deviations were set to 1% of the amplitudes of the data. It takes 7 to 9 iterations 

for all four inversions to converge to the desired misfit levels. The results are presented 

in Figure 2.4. Figures 2.4a, 2.4c, 2.4e, and 2.4g show the recovered models fiom the 

inversions of the coplanar, vertical coplanar, perpendicular, and coaxial data. Figures 

2.4b, 2,4d, 2.4& and 2.4h plot the data. Al l  inversions successfully recovered the two 

conductive zones. The resistive layer is also recovered £rom the inversions, but its position 

is shifted upwards slightly. It is noted that the conductivity values of the resistive layers 

recovered £rom the four inversions are much higher than the true model, and this is a 

common phenomenon in inverting EM data. The data £rom all four coil configurations 
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and at all fiequenues are fit equally well, so the recovered models look similar. 

DXerent error assignments lead to difFerent results fiom the inversions. Possible 

error assignments include a constant d u e  or a certain percentage of the amplitudes 

of the data. A smaü constant number may be added to a percentage error scheme to 

prevent the standard deviations fkom being zero, and to keep smaU data, which have 

small signdto-noise ratio, from carrying too much weight in the inversions. 

In the second example, I used the constant value error scheme to invert the same data 

sets used in the previous example. The standard deviations for the vertical coplanar, 

horizontal coplanar, and perpendicular data were set to 2 ppm at all frequencies. Since 

the primary field for the coaxial system is twice as big in amplitude as the primary field 

for the coplanar and vertical coplanar systems, the standard deviations for the coaxial 

data were set to 1 ppm at all frequencies, so that the actual errors after being converted 

back £rom ppm to A/m are the same for all data. Each of the four inversions converged 

to the desired misfit levels after 5 to 6 iterations. The recovered conductivity models 

and the data are presented in Figure 2.5. Panels (a), (c), (e) and (g) are the recovered 

models fiom the inversions of the horizontal coplanar, vertical coplanar, perpendicular, 

and coaxial data respectively. Panels (b), (d), (f) and (h) plot the corresponding predicted 

and observed data. The recovered mode1 £rom the inversion of the coplanar data is the 

best among the four recovered models, followed by those obtained £rom the inversions 

of the vertical and coaxial data. The reconstructed conductivity £rom the inversion of 

the perpendicular data fails to pick up either the resistive layer or the second conductive 

zone in depth. This is because, given the error scheme, the perpendicular system has the 

smdest signai-to-noise ratio, and the signal pertaining to the resistive and the second 

conductive layers is washed out. By contrast, the signal related to those two layers in 

the coplanar system is well above the noise level, so the inversion of the coplanar data 

generated the best result. 
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Figure 2.4: The results of the inversions of the 1-D data, at 10 frequencies, from different 
coi1 systems. The standard deviations are set to 1% of the data atrength fox ail data. 
Panels (a), (c), (e), and (g) show the recovered (solid lines) and true models (dashed 
lines) from the inversions of the coplanar, vertical coplanar, perpendicular, and coaxial 
data respectively. Panels (b), (d), (f), and (h) plot the corresponding predicted (lines) 
and observed data (discrete points) from the inversions, for coplanar, vertical coplanar, 
perpendicular, and coaxial coil systems. 
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Figure 2.5: The resuits of the inversions of the 1-D data £tom different coi1 systems. The 
standard deviations are lppm for the coaxial data, and 2ppm for the data fiom the other 
three coi1 configurations. Panels (a), (c), (e), and (g) show the recovered (solid lines) 
and true rnodels (dashed luies) £rom the inversions of the HC, VC, PP, and CA data 
respectively. Panels (b), (d), (f), and (h) plot the predicted and observed data (discrete 
dots), for the HC, VC, PP, and CA data. The real and imaginary components of the 
predicted data are denoted with sulid and dashed lines respectively. 
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1 explain this in Rgure 2.6, by plotting the tme data from previous inversions, dong 

with the data hom the same mode1 but without the resistive aad the second conductive 

zones. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the data for the vertical coplanar, coaxial, 

perpendicular, and coplanar systems. The coplanar data are the strongest in amplitude, 

followed by the vertical coplanar, coaxial, and perpendicular data. The information about 

the resistive and the second conductive Iayers is contained mainly in the real components 

of the data at the first three frequencies. By setting the standard deviations to lppm, t hat 

usefd information in the perpendicular data is buried into the noise cornpletely, therefore 

the inversion cannot bling out any information about those two layers in depth. 

The above two experiments indicate that the use of different error schemes generates 

dXerent results from the inversions. When the signal-to-noise ratios are the sarne, the in- 

versions of the data £rom different coil syst ems can produce the sarne results. In practice, 

however, different coil systems do have different signal-to-noise ratios, and hence produce 

different results. For a 1-D earth, the use of the coplanar system is highly recommended, 

and the use of the perpendicular system shodd be discouraged. 

In airborne EM surveys, data are measured typicdy at 3 frequencies. In the following 

example, 1 investigate the effect of the number of frequencies on the results of inversions. 

1 repeat the inversions in the previous example, but this time ody use 3 frequencies 

at 110, 7040, and 56320 hertz. After 8 to 9 iterations, the inversions converged to the 

desired chi-square misfit levi. Figure 2.7 shows the results. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) 

show the recovered conductivity kom the inversions of the coplanar, vertical coplanar, 

perpendicular, and coaxial data respectively. Compared with the corresponding models 

in Figure 5, the second conductive zone is shifted upwards slightly but otherwise the 

results in Figure 2.4 and 2.7 are similar. So it is possible to use fewer fiequencies to 

obtain useful information from the inversions, as long as the range of the frequency is 

chosen appropriat ely, to provide the necessmy dept h of penetration. 
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Figure 2.6: The influence on the data from the resistive and the second conductive zones 
in the rnodel used in the first example. The real and imaginary components of the data 
used in the first example aze denoted with solid and dashed lines, and the real and 
imaginary components of the data generated from the same 1-D model, but without the 
resistive and the second conductive zones, are denoted with triangles and circles. Panels 
(a), (b), (c) ,  and (d) present the data from the vertical coplanai, coaxial, perpendicular, 
and coplanar systems. 
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Figure 2.7: The recovered models from the inversions of the 1-D data at 110, 7040, and 
56220 hertz. The solid lines plot the recovered models, and the dashed lines denote the 
true model. The errur is assumed to be 1% of the amplitude of the data. Panels (a), 
(b), (c), and (cl) show the models £rom the inversions of the coplanaz, vertical coplanar, 
perpendicular, and coaxial data. 
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2.5.2 3-D examples 

Geological targets are in general 3-D, therefore it is desired to use 3-D algorithms in 

interpreting the data. However, due to the limitations on cornputer resources, 3-D solvers 

are still too expensive to use. As a result, it is quite often to apply 1-D algoritluns on 3-D 

data sets. Hence it is necessary to investigate how well the 1-D algorithms can perform 

on 3-D models, and how reliable the Mages obtained fiom 1-D inversions of 3-D data 

sets are. 

In the next example, 1 invert 3-D data obtained £rom the model shown in Figure 

2.8. The data were generated by Newman and Alumbaugh (1995) with a staggered finite 

ciifferences method, and contaminated with 1% Gaussian noise. In order to examine the 

3-D effect on the 1-D inversions, 1 start 6 t h  this relatively simple model that consists 

of two conductive prisms sitting in a resistive half-space of 0.01 S/m. Those two prisms 

are separated from each other by 100m, su they can interact with each other yet the 

inversion could still recover separated anomaly bodies. The conductivity of the shallower 

prism is 0.1 S/m, and for the deeper prism it is 0.5 S/m. The susceptibility takes its 

d u e  in free space. The fiequemies used in this experiment are 880, 7040, and 56320 

hertz. The coi1 separation and observation height are a l l  the same as in the previous 

1-D examples. The line spacing is 50 meters and the station interval is 25 meters. The 

standard deviations for the coplanar data were set to 5 ppm plus 10% of the data. For 

the coaxial, perpendiculax, and vertical coplanar data, the standard deviations were set 

to 2 ppm plus 10% of the data strength. The error was determined by comparing 1-fr 

forward modelings with the 3-D data. It was found that the discrepancies in those two 

data sets are about 5-10% over the prisms. In the inversions the data were all fit to the 

desired misfit level. Other parameters in the inversion were kept the same as in the 1-D 

inversions. In displaying the recovered models and the data, the positions of the two 
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prisms are denoted by white rectangles. 

Example 1 

I f i s t  invert the ve r t id  coplanar data. The real and imaginary components of the 

predicted and observed data from the inversion of the vertical coplanar data are presented 

in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. The data clearly indicate the presence of two anomalous bodies, 

but it is impossible to determine whether those two bodies are conductive or resistive, 

let alone the depths of burial. The imaginary component of the data foms  two positive 

peaks at 880 hertz, one peak and one sink at 7040 hertz, and two toughs a t  56320 hertz, 

over the tops of the two prisms. The real component of the data, on the other hand, 

shows two peaks and no toughs over the tops of the two prisms at ail three frequencies. 

The y-z cross-sections of the recovered model at x=250, 350, and 450 meters are shown 

in Figure 2.11. The cross-sections at y=250, 350, and 450 meters are plotted in Figure 

2.12. Figure 2.13 shows the recovered conductivity at z=15, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 meters 

depth. The recovered model is a good representation of the true model, even though it 

is a little wider and thinner than the true model. The existence of the two prisms is 

shown quite clearly in the reconstructed model. Because of the good coupling between 

the source and the vertical boundaries of the model in the y-z plan, the recovered model 

starts to see the deeper prism at x=250m. 

The coaxial and coplanar data look similar to the vertical coplanar data. The perpen- 

dicular data, however, seem to be more prone to 3-D effects, and are much rougher than 

those data from the other three coi1 systems. Figure 2.14 shows the real component of the 

perpendicular data. The data from coplanar, coaxial, and perpendicular coi1 configura- 

tions were inverted with the same parameters as in the previous inversion of the vertical 

coplanar data. The cross-sections at y=350m, of the recovered models from the inver- 

sions of the coaxial, coplanar, and perpendicdar data, are presented in Figure 2.15. The 
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Figure 2.8: The 3-D mode1 used to generate the synthetic data. The background con- 
ductivity uo = 0.01 S/m. The conductivity in the upper and lower prisms is 0.1 and 
0.5 S/m respectively. Magnetic susceptibility is set to zero. Source and receivers are 
placed at 30 meters above the earth. The coil separation is 10 meters. Frequencies used 
in the forward modeling are 880, 7040, and 56320 hertz. The block volume which holds 
the two condizctors are denoted with dashed white lines, and the white numbers are the 
coordinates of the left low corner of the block volume. 
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F i p e  2.9: The real component of the vertical coplanar data in ppm. Panels (a), (b), 
and (c) show the predicted data, and panels (d), (e), and (f) show the observed data. 
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Figure 2.10: The imaginsry component of the predicted and observed vertical coplanar 
data in ppm. 
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Figure 2.11: The x-z cross-sections of the reconstructed conductivity at (a) y=250m, (b) 
y=350m, and ( c )  y=450m, £rom the inversion of the vertical coplanar data. 
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Figure 2.12: The recovered mode1 £rom the inversion of the vertical coplanar data, at (a) 
x=250m, (b) x=350m, and ( c )  z=350m. 
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Figure 2.13: The x-y plan-views of the recovered conductivity, from the inversion of the 
vertical coplanar data, at six different depths. 
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recovered model fiom the inversion of the coaxial data has the most vertical structure, 

and beyond the vertical boundaries of the deeper prism, it bends downwards slightly. 

The mode1 recovered from the inversion of the coplanar data is more localized and does 

not bend downward. The recovered model from the inversion of the perpendicular data 

is not a good representation of the true model. The roughness in the perpendicular data 

is caused by 3-D effects, and cannot be fit by 1-D inversions. Consequently, the recovered 

conductivity aIso shows strong roughness. 

The 1-D inversions of 3-D data in the above examples have generated useful inform- 

ation about the true model. In all recovered models, the existence of the two anomalous 

bodies is evident. Since 1 used relatively large standard deviations in order not to over- 

fit the 3-D data, the amplitudes of the recovered conductivities are lower than the true 

value. Because of the good couphg between the source and the vertical boundaries, the 

recovered model from the inversion of the coaxial data has the sharpest vertical struc- 

tures in the direction orthogonal to its source plane. The recovered conductivity £rom the 

inversion of the vertical coplanar data has the longest extension in the direction perpen- 

dicular to its source plane. From the 3-D example, it is found that the perpendicular coiI 

system is most sensitive to 3-D effects, and consequently the recovered model, bear the 

most roughness, But at the same time, the model extracted £rom the perpendicular data 

shows two completely separated conductive bodies. A common feature in the inversions 

of ail four coi1 systems is that, due to 3-D effects, the recovered models are thinner and 

wider in horizontal directions than the true models. So caution bas to be exercised when 

interpreting the results from 1-D inversions of 3-D data, especially for the perpendicular 

data. 
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Figure 2.14: The real component of the perpendicular data in ppm. Paneis (a), (b), and 
(c) show the predicted data, and panels (d), (e ) ,  and (f) show the observed data. 
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Figure 2.15: The cornparison of recovered models h m  the inversions of the coplanar, 
perpendicular, and coaxial data at section y=350m. 
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The linear relationship among the data 

As 1 mentioned previously, the relationship R = - HHc + ETvc holds only over a 

1-D earth. R should be zero over 1-D earth, and becomes non-zero when there exist 3-D 

effects. 1 plot R at all three frequencies over sections at y=250, 350, and 450 meters in 

Figures 2.16,2.17, and 2.18 respectively. The horizontal positions of t hose two anomalous 

bodies are marked with grey bars. In ail t k e e  cases, strong variations of R occur over the 

two conductive prisms. At 56k hertz, the real component of R forms two local peaks at 

the two vertical boundaries of the anomalous targets, whereas the imaginary component 

of R generates troughs. At 7040 hertz, the real component of R creates local maximums 

over the top of the bodies and toughs over the edges of the conductive prisms. The 

imaginary component of R forms a minimum over the top of the deeper prism. Both 

components of R at 880 hertz register local maxjmums over the top of the deeper prism, 

even though the amplitude of the imaginary component is much greatcr than the real 

component's. So potentidy I can use this relationship to locate the horizontal positions 

of underground geological targets. Tests on synthetic and field data are needed to make 

this technique a practical mapping tool. 

Example 2 

In EM surveys, conductive overburdens reduce the depth of investigation, and make it 

more difücult to locate targets below the overburdens. As a last synthetic example, the 

effect of the overburden on the inversion is investigated. The inclusion of the conductive 

overburden brings the experiment closer to reality, especially for places like Australia, 

where EM surveys have been plagued by conductive overburden. In this test, an overbur- 

den with variable conductivity and thickness is added to the 3-D mode1 shown in Figure 

2.8. The overburden is separated into two units by a vertical fault at  x=350m. The 
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Figure 2.16: The real and imaginary components of R over the section at y=250m, at 
880, 7040, and 56320 hertz. Dashed lines denote the imaginary component , and the solid 
lines denote the real component of R. The grey bar denotes the horizontal position of 
the conductive prism. 
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Figure 2.17: The real (the solid h e )  and imaginmy (the dashed line) components of R 
at y=350m. The horizontal positions of the two conductive prisms are marked with the 
grey bars. 
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Figure 2.18: The profües of R at y=450m. The solid line denates the real, and the dashed 
line denotes the imaginary components. The grey bar indicates the horizontal position 
of the deeper conductive prism. 
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conductivity and the tbickness for the unit extending from x=O to 350m are 0.02 and 

30m, respectively- For the other unit, the conductivity is 0.1 S/m and the thickness is 

25m. The background conductivity is lowered to 0.001 S/m from the original 0.01 S/m, 

so the conductivity contrat is enlarged to 100. The h e  spacing is increased from 50m 

to 100m, and the station interval is increased from 25m to 50m. Other parameters of the 

model remain the same. The data were contaminated with 1% Gaussian noise. 

1 first invert the coaxial data at section y=400m. After 5 to 9 iterations at ail stations, 

the chi-square misfit was reduced from the initial 50415 to 118. The standard deviation 

used in the inversion is lppm plus 2% of the data strength. Figure 2.19 shows the model 

and the data. The data clewly indicate the variation on conductivity of the overburden. 

The skin depth over a 0.1 S/m half-space is only about 53m at 880 hertz, and 19m at 

7040 hertz, therefore only the data at 880 hertz may penetrate the overburden. The real 

component of the data at 880 hertz (panel (c)) forms a local peak over the top of the 

deeper prisrn. Because of the good couphg between the transmitter and the vertical 

edges of the prism, R e ( H x )  drops sharply at x=400m and x=500m. That implies that 

the recovered model could define the horizontal extension of the deeper prism accurately. 

The reason why Im(Hx) in panel (c) does not see the deeper prism is that the imaginary 

component of the data decays faster than the real component. 

Panel (d) shows the recovered model. Because of the limited skùi depth, the inversion 

only recovered the top part of the deeper prism. The shallower prism is picked up by the 

inversion, too. However, since the survey line passes the edge of the upper prism, the sig- 

nal level related to this prism is low. Thus the amplitude of the recovered model is s m d e r  

than that of the true model. The position of the vertical fault is located accurately. The 

thickness and the conductivity of the overburden were recovered reasonably well. 

The horizontal coplanar data are inverted next. The error scheme used in the inversion 

is also 2ppm plus 2% of the data strength. The cumulative initid chi-square misfit over 
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Figure 2.19: The recovered mode1 (y=400m) from the inversion of the coaxial data. The 
solid and dashed h e s  plot the real and imaginary components of the predicted data. 
The observed data are plotted with discrete dots. The two prisms and the overburdens 
are denoted with white boxes. Hs and Hp are the secondary and the primary fields. 
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the whole section is 57469. After 4 to 6 iterations at each station, the cumulative misfit 

was reduced to the desired misfit level 90. Figure 2.20 shows the model and the data 

fiom the inversion. Similar to the coaxial data, the data at ail fiequemies indicate the 

variation on the conductivity of the overburden, and only the real component of the data 

at 880 hertz clearly indicates the existence of the lower prism. However, the peak of 

Re(Hr) over the vertical edges of the deeper prism changes more gradually, and that 

implies that the recovered model will have more smooth variation in the x-direction. 

The recovered model is presented in panel (d)- The conductivity values for the over- 

burden were accurately recovered. Vertical variations inside the overburden is reduced, 

and the horizontal extension of the prisms is blurred, compared to the recovered model 

from the inversion of the coaxial data. 

I dso hverted the vertical coplanar data and horizontal coplanar data over section 

x=450m. The standard deviations are 2ppm plus 2% data strength. The accumulative 

starting and h a I  Chi-square misfits for the vertical coplanar data over all 6 stations are 

31825 and 53 respectively. For the horizontal coplanar data, the initial and final rnisfits 

are 35458 and 35. The recovered models are plotted in the same figure (Figure 2.21) 

for cornparison. Because of its orientation, the vertical coplanar systern has the best 

coupling with the vertical boundaries in the y-direction of the two prisms. The recovered 

model from the vertical coplanar data delineates the vertical boundaries of the prism 

much bet ter, but the recovered conductivity overburden £rom the inversion of horizont al 

coplanar data is more vertically uniform. 

Joint inversion of the coaxial and coplanar data 

Since sources in different orientations couple with the 3-D geologica.1 t arget s differently, 

the inversions of the data from different coil systems can provide independent information. 

Therefore a 3-D joint inversion of those data sets is certainly beneficial. However, in 1-D 
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Figure 2.20: The recovered model, at y=400m, from the inversion of the horizontal 
coplanar data. The solid and dashed lines plot the real aad imaginary components of 
the predicted data. The observed data are plotted with discrete dots. The two prisms 
and the overburdens are denoted with white boxes. Hs and Hp are the secondary and 
the primary fields. 
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Figure 2.21: The recovered models and the data from the inversions of the vertical 
coplanar and horizontal coplanar data at x=450m. 
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inversions of 3-D data, the 3-0 effects may not d e d  data in different coi1 configurations 

in the same marner. So a l-I) joint inversion of 3-D data may not necessarily generate 

better results than the inversions of individud data sets. It is of interest, therefore, to 

investigate whether a l-D joint inversion can be helpful in interpreting 3-D data. Since 

the coaxial and coplanar data having been collected routinely in airborne EM surveys, 1 

invert the coaxial and coplanar data in example 2 jointly. 

Figure 2.22 shows the model and the coaxial data from the joint inversion of the 

coaxid and coplanar data. Compared to the model recovered from the inversion of the 

coplanar data, the laterd extent of the model is better deihed. The 0.1 S/m conductive 

overburden recovered from the joint inversion is more uniform than that recovered from 

the inversion of the coaxial data. The predicted and observed coplanar data £rom the 

joint inversion are shown in Figure 2.23. The standard deviations for both data sets were 

the same as in the separate inversions. Since the 3-D structure affects the coaxial and 

coplanar system differently, l-D joint inversion usudy  cannot fit the data to the same 

degree as in the inversion of a single data set. The total starting Chi-square misfit over 

all 15 stations is 107883, and after 5 to 7 iterations, it was reduced to 407. 

In the above examples, all inversions indicate the existence of the lower prism. How- 

ever, because of the conductive overburden, the depth of investigation is greatly reduced. 

For a 0.1 S/m half-space the skin depth is only 53m, therefore only the top part of the 

lower prism is recovered. Since the survey line at y=400 passes the edge of the upper 

prism, the signal level about this prism is relatively low. Further more, the overburden 

further blurs the signal needed to resolve the upper prism. As a result the inversions did 

not define the extension of the upper conductor clearly. The inversion of the HC data 

reproduces the 0.1 S/m conductive overburden the most accurately. The inversion of 

the CA data delineates the vertical fault and the vertical boundaries in the x-direction 

of the deeper prism the best, while the inversion of the VC data delineates the vertical 
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Figure 2.22: The recovered mode1 from the joint inversion of the coaxial and the hori- 
zontal coplanar data at y=400m. The solid and dashed lines plot the real and imaginary 
components of the predicted coaxial data. The observed data are plotted with discrete 
dots. The two prisms and the overburdens are denoted with white boxes. Hs and Hp are 
the secondary and the primary fields. 
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Figure 2.23: The observed and the predicted coplanar data from the joint inversion of 
the coaxial and coplanar data. The solid and dashed lines denote the real and imaginary 
components of the predicted data. The observed data are plotted with discrete dots. 
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boundaries of the lower prism in the y-direction the best. The joint inversion generated 

a rnodel which exhibits characteristics of the models recovered from the inversions of the 

individual data sets. 

2.6 Field data examples 

In the folIowing example, 1 invert field data collected over the section Y9600 at Mt. 

Milligan which is Cu-Au porphyry deposit located in north central British Columbia. A 

DIGHEM airborne EM system was flown and inphase and quadrature phase data fiom 

the coaxial coils were collected at 900 hertz. Inphase and quadrature phase coplanar data 

at 900, 7200 and 56000 hertz were measured at the same tirne. The coi1 separation is 6.3 

meters for the coplanar data at 56,000 hertz, and 8 meters for coaxial data and coplanar 

data at 900 and 7200 hertz. The inversion was carried out by parameterking the earth 

into 44 layers. The model objective function given in equation (2.25) was minimized in 

the inversion. The parameter a is set to 0.02. The reference model was a conductive 

ha-space of 1.7 mS/m, which was determined from the inversion of DC resistivity data 

aver the same section. Because of the existence of strong magnetization in this region, 

the inphase data for both coaxial and coplanar systems at 900 hertz are negative at most 

of the stations. Since 1 do not know the susceptibility, 1 set p = po in the inversion 

as it is commonly done. Thus it is impossible to fit those negative inphase data, and 

consequently only the quadrature data were inverted. The error assigned to the coaxial 

data was 0.02 ppm plus 5% of the strength of the data. For the coplanar data, the error 

was 0.2 ppm plus 10% of the data. The reason for me to use a smder error for the coaxiai 

data is that there is only one coaxial datum at each station so 1 want to extract as much 

information as possible from it, even though 1 realize that 1 should not over fit the data 

when 3-D effects exist. After 8 iterations at each station, the total chi-square misfit level 
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at all the 13 stations was reduced to 14.6 £rom the accumulative initial misfit of 73756 

for the coaxial data, and to  56.9 from 14777 for the coplanar data. The recovered models 

horn the inversions of both coaxial and coplanar data at each station are combined to 

form the 2-D sections shown in Figure 2.6. Panel (a) shows the recovered conductivity 

structure fiom the inversion of the coaxial data. Panel (b) shows the recovered model 

from the inversion of the coplanar data over the same section. 

A joint inversion was carried out on the coaxial and coplanar data. The error used 

in the joint inversion was 1 ppm plus 10% of the strength of the data, and only the 

quadrature data were inverted because of the negative inphase data. The accumulative 

chi-squared misfit was reduced fiom 10888 to 1770 after 10 iterations at all stations. The 

result is shown in panel (c). Since 3-D structure affects CA and HC coi1 configuration 

in Werent ways, these two data sets may be incompatible with the 1-D assumption and 

the ascribed error. The recovered mode1 is a compromise of the two individual inversions 

shown in panels (a) and (b). The two major conductive zones are recovered by the joint 

inversion, and verticd structure is increased, compared to the mode1 in panel (b). 

Panel (d) shows the recovered conductivity model from the inversion of 2-D DC resis- 

tivity data (Oldenburg et al., 1995). The recovered model indicates two major conductive 

zones at both ends of the sections. These two conductive zones correspond to the con- 

ductivity model from the inversion of 2-D DC resistivity data. 

2.7 Conclusion 

In this Chapter 1 have solved the inverse problem of the reconstruction of conductivity 

fiom the inversions of the data from HC, CA, PP and VC systems. A Gauss-Newton 

algorithm was developed which minimises a norm of the model subject to the data con- 

straults. The mode1 norm can be constructed to d o w  the inversion to find the most 
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Figure 2.24: The recovered conductivity modds aver section Y9600 at Mt. Milligan. (a) 
The recovered conductivity mode1 fiom the coaxial data; (b) recovered model from the 
coplanax data; (c) recovered mode1 from joint inversion of the coaxial and coplanar data; 
and (d) reconstructed model £rom the inversion of 2-D DC resistivity data. 
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plausible mode1 fiom the infinite number of models that can reproduce the data ade- 

quately. The choice of the h a 1  model depends upon the geological setting and the prior 

howledge. It could be the one which has the minimum structure, or the one with the 

smallest roughness, or the one that is dosest to some reference model representing the 

preconceived image of the region under stndy. 

The following procedures have been taken to make the inversion stable and robust. 

First the misfit at each iteration is reduced gradudy. Second the minimum norm and 

the flat test model norm solutions are sought. The final mode1 recovered by this inversion 

algorithm is insensitive to the particular starting models used. 

The solution to the 1-D inverse problem described in this Chapter is not restricted 

by computer resources. So the algorithm developed in this Chapter can be used to 

invert larger amounts of data. But when this 1-D algorithm is applied to 3-D data, 

the recovered models will inevitably be affected by 3-D effects, and therefore caution is 

needed in interpreting the results. 

A linear relationship is established among the data from the vertical coplanar, coax- 

ial, and horizontal coplanar systems, which can be used to check the validation of 1-D 

assumption, and can be potentially used as a structure mapping tool, as demonstrated 

in the symthetic example. 

The 1-D examples show that the horizontal coplanar data has the highest signal-to- 

noise ratio, foilowed by vertical coplanar and coaxial data. The perpendicular system has 

the lowest signal-to-noise ratio. This indicates order of preference for use in 1-D analysis. 

Different error assignments lead to different results in the inversions, but usually we do 

not know the ermrs. When a percentage error is used in the inversions of 1-D data £rom 

different coil systems, the data are fit to the same degree and hence the recovered models 

are the same. Some systems apply constant value for dl data. With this h e d  error the 

coplanar data might generate the best results, and the inversion of the perpendicular 
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data might lead to the worst result because of the low signal-to-noise ratio. 

From the particular example studied, the perpendicular data is most sensitive to 3-D 

dects. Therefore when 1-D inversion is carried out on those 3-D perpendicuiar data, the 

recovered mode1 may be unreliable, But on the other hand, the 3-D inversion of those 

3-D perpendicular data may delineate the targets better. This is yet to be verified when 

3-D algorithms become available. 

The use of 1-D joint inversion in 3-D environment improves the quality of the recovered 

models obtained fiom the inversions of individuai data sets, as shown in the synthetic 

and field data examples. In the 1-D joint inversion of 3-D data, the data cannot be fit 

to the same degree as in the inversions of individual data sets, because the 3-D effects 

may not affect data from Merent coi1 systems in the same rnmer .  Whether the 1-D 

joint inversion of 3-D data is usefd is mode1 dependent, and difficulty may occur when 

the 3-D effects are too strong. 



Chapter 3 

1-D Inversions of the Surface and Borehole Transient EM data 

3.1 Introduction 

The course of development of EM methods applied in drill holes has been treated in some 

detail in Dyck (1975). EM methods were &st applied in the well-logging industry. Doll 

(1949) described the basis for interpretation of induction logs as the "geometrical factor" 

concept in which interaction among eddy currents induced in the medium is neglected. 

The eddy currents are considered to be concentric with the drill hole for the simplest 

configuration in which both source and receiver are close together (of the order of lm) 

and Iie coaxial dong the hole. The use of this rather large-diameter device has not widely 

spread to &g exploration. 

One of the large-scale prospecting systems designed to detect conducting s a d e  bod- 

ies at some distance fiom the hole was introduced in Noakes (1951). The prototype 

system was similar to the surface Turam method in that the transmitter was a large, 

fmed loop on the surface and the receiver was a dual-coil device that measured the dif- 

ference in the magnetic field at two points 15 meters apart. Concurrently, Ward and 

Harvey (1954) developed a tilt-angle method of down-hole EM surveying in which the 

configuration was minimum coupled. A third type of large-scale system employs the 

fixed-separation, coaxial-coi1 configuration akin to the induction logger. Elliot (1961) 

described such a system which operated at 1230 hertz and measured inphase and quad- 

rature components of secondary field with a sensitivity of 100 ppm. Versions operated 
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at larger coil separation up to 150 m were subsequently developed but the only preseatly 

operating system is the somewhat smder  scale equipment, with coil separations up to 

20m. 

At present, large-loop systems with a single component magnetic field receiver in 

either tirne-domain (TEM) form or in fiequency domain (FEM) version are the down- 

hole EM methods enjoying the greatest popularity in field application. These systems are 

made up by a large loop laid on the ground and a receiver d o m  the borehole which can 

measure 3 components of the magnetic field. The geometric configuration is common to 

all three types: impulse-type, step-type, and multi-frequency systems. The loop is of a 

size comparable with the depth of the borehole. The transmitter loop is usually located 

at several different positions to get optimum coupling between the target and the system 

in high dimensional environment. 

Commercidy available systems involve a single component induction-coi1 sensor, 

coaxial to the borehole, and h k e d  to surface by a cable. Ali systems can be used on both 

surface and drill hole configurations. The borehole measuternent device discussed in this 

section consists of two coils, one a transmit ter and the other a receiver. The transmitter 

coil is energized with an alternating current at frequencies usuaily ranging £rom 10 hertz 

to several tens of kilohertz, or a series waveform, while the excited field is measured at 

the receiver . 
Application of dd-hole EM techniques used in exploring for bodies of conductive min- 

eralization can detect and define the conductive target itself or other geological features 

which may lead indirectly t o  discovery of a mineral deposit. Drill-hole applications c m  

be defined to include any configuration where either the source or the receiver (or bot h) 

is submersed in the lower half-space. Relatively large-scale prospecting systems which 

could be considered extensions of surface methods are emphasized here. By cornparison, 

inductive logging t ethniques employed in hydrocarbon exploration and evaluat ion have 
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seen relatively little use in mineral prospecting. The distinction is more than just a mat- 

ter of scale: the latter devices, surrounded by the medium to which they are sensitive, 

yield a record of physicd properties of the rocks in the immediate vicinity of the hole, 

i.e., an in situ rock-property measurement. EM prospecting systems, on the other hand, 

are sensitive to conductive bodies lying at some distance from the hole. 

Borehole EM techniques have dso found wide applications in search for groundwater. 

As an example of such application, groundwater exploration at Mt. Morgan palaeochan- 

ne1 aquifer, which is located about 40 km southwest of Kambalda in the Goldfields region 

of Australia, was carried out by Western Mining Corporation Limited (WMC) in 1991. 

This aquifer is being developed as a source of saline process water for the St. Lves Gold 

Mïll. Surface and borehole transient EM data have been collected in this region. The 

inversions of surface TEM data have generated some information, but it is expected that 

the inclusion of the borehole TEM data in the inversion would considerably enhance the 

images of the conductivity distribution. However, the inversion of TEM borehole data 

has not been fullgr addressed, and more research needed. 

In this Chapter I investigate whether, and how, the joint inversion of borehole and sur- 

face TEM data improve the recovered models from the inversion of the surface TEM data. 

An inverse algorithm is developed to recover coaductiolty £rom the inversions of transient 

EM data fiom a large loop system. The forward problem is solved in the frequency- 

domain. A two-way recursive procedure from both the surface and the bottom of the 

mode1 is used to calculate the input impedance at each layer, and then the secondary 

magnetic field is expressed as a function of the input impedance. The frequency-domain 

data are then converted to tirne-domain data. An adjoint Green's function solution is 

used to compute the sensitivities in the fiequency-domain, which are then converted into 

the time-domain. The inverse problem is solved in the tirne-domain by minimizing the 

objective function subject to the data constraints. I invert synthetic and field data to 
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test the inversion algorithm. SIROTEM data collected in the groundwater exploration 

fiom WMC is inverted, and the 3-D effects on the inversion are discussed. 

3.2 Data conversion 

Time domain data can be inverted in two ways. One method is to transform data from 

the tirne-domain to the fiequency-domain, and then invert the converted data in the 

frequency-domain. The other way is to keep the data in the time-domain. The forward 

modeling and calculation of Frechet derivatives are carried out in the frequency-domain, 

and then converted into the tirne-domain. The inversion is therefore canied out in the 

time-domain. With either of these two approaches 1 need to convert a the-domain 

function to the frequency-domain and vice versa. 

The advantage of sohing the inverse problem in the time-domain is that the error in 

the data is cleazly defined. The disadvantages include that the data have to be calculated 

at a wide range of fiequencies and that there are fewer existing inversion codes in the 

time-domain. 

On the other hand, solving inverse problems in the fiequency-domain can make use 

of many existing inversion software. Bowever, the nature of the error in the converted 

data become unclear, and more study is needed to investigate how the originai error in 

the time-domain data is altered during the transform. More important, the narrow time 

spans of the field data disallow accurate transforms. 1 address these important aspects 

in this Chapter. 
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3.2.1 Conversion of frequency-domain data to time-domain data 

The Fourier transformation of the fiequency response for a causal step turn-off can be 

calculated using a sine or cosine transform (Newman et al., 1986): 

W t )  a0 - = z/  Im[H(w)]  sin wtdw = -- 
d t  n O 

lm Re[H(w)] cos utdu, 
A O 

where H(w) and h( t )  are the magnetic fields in the fiequency- and time-domains respect- 

ively. Numerical evaluation of these sine-cosine transforms is carried out with Anderson's 

(1979) digital filters. Even though either the real or imaginary component of the magnetic 

field can be used in the contrersion, better results have been obtained by using Im[Hz(w)j 

(Newman et al., 1986). Thus the imaginary component of the fiequency-domain data is 

preferred in the conversion. 

3.2.2 Conversion of t ransient data to frequency-domain data 

From the theory of sine and cosine transformations, 1 may obtain the magnetic field 

in the frequency-domain from equations (3.1) and (3.2)  by means of inverse sine or 

cosine transformation, provided that the the-domain response is known. The real and 

imaginazy component s of the magnetic field are given by 

cos wtdt = -w [h(t) - h(0)] sin wtdt, (3 -3 )  

and - aqt )  00 

I m [ H ( w ) ]  = O sin wtdt = -w 1 h ( t )  cos wtdt .  

Equations (3.3) and (3.4) c m  be cast into a standard form: 
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which can be easiiy calcdated by using hderson's digital filter. One of the major difi- 

culties here is that the nmow tirne spans of the field data disallow accurate transforms. 

1 illustrate this in the following numerical example. 

1 calculate the responses from a central loop system in both time- and frequency- 

domains over a half-space of 0.01 S/m. The current excitation in the frequency-domain 

is &-ut and in the tirne-domain it is a st ep turn-off wit h unit amplitude. Analytic solutions 

exist for this simple problem (Ward and Hohmann, 1988, p220-223). The transmitter is 

a circular loop with a radins of 50 meters, and it is placed on the surface of the earth. 

First I convert the data £rom the fiequency- to the-domain. The frequency band used 

in the conversion is from 10-~ to 10' Eertz. Figure 3.1 shows the conversion. That 

the converted data agree with the true data weU is attributed to the wide range of the 

frequency in the forward modehg. 

Next 1 convert the calculated time derivative of the magnetic field fiom the time- 

domain to the fiequency-domain. A time span £rom to 10-' seconds is used in 

the conversion. Figure 3.2 shows the result. The transformed frequency-domain data 

agree with the theoretical data weU between 10 and 108 Hertz. At fiequencies lower 

than 10 Hertz, the converted data become very unreliable. This means that for the 

£requency range usually used in inversions, a time span of to IO-' seconds can 

provide satisfactory frequency data. 

For most TEM systems time spans are atound the range of to 10-l seconds, 

and such a narrow span will lead to incorrect results in converting the data from the 

tirne- to frequency-domain. Figure 3.3 shows such an example. The standard SIROTEM 

tirne span (4.87 x 10-4 to 0.161 seconds) was used in the conversion. The converted 
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Figure 3.1: The conversion of FEM data to TEM data due to a step tiun-off, for a 
central loop system over a half-space with 0.01 S/m conductivity. The transmitter is a 
50m loop in radius. The input FEM data have a fiequency span from IO-' to 106 Hertz. 
The solid line and the dashed line denote the true magnetic fieid and ite time de&ative 
respectively. The discrete s p b o b  denote the converted transient data from the data in 
the fiequency-domain. 
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Figure 3.2: The conversion of step turn-off TEM data to FEM data for a central loop 
system over a 0.01 S/m half-space. The source loop bas a radius of 50m. The input TEM 
data have a tirne span from IO-' to 10-1 seconds. The solid line and the stars denote 
the true FEM data and the converted FEM data respectively. 
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data deviate badly fiom the true data. The error in the conversion is caused by the 

lack of the eariy-the data. This is because the data at earlier time channelç are several 

orders of magnitude greater than the late-tirne data, and hence they c m y  much of the 

weight in the evaluation of equation (3.5). It is possible to improve the conversion by 

extrapolation. But the appropriate choice of extrapolation frinctions needs yet to be 

investigated. The truncation of data after 10-l second does not affect the conversion in 

a perceivabIe way as has been confirmed by numerical tests. In order to obtain accurate 

data 6 t h  the frequency band used in inversions, the time-domain data measured as 

early as IO-' seconds must be used in the conversion. 

In this paper, 1 calculate the forward responses and sensitivities in the frequency- 

domain, and then convert them into the time-domain, The inversion is carried out in the 

time-domain. 

3.3 Forward modeling 

The TEM system considered in this Chapter consists of a large loop source on the surface 

and a receiver which is separated from the source by a radial distance r .  The receiver can 

take measurements on either the surface or in a borehole. Forward responses for a central 

loop system c m  be obtained by setting T = O. As 1 wili show later, the solution for a 

loop source inside a layered half-space is needed in the calculation of the sensitivities with 

the adjoint Green's function method. So to be general, 1 consider the forward modeling 

problem for a loop source Iocated within a 1-D earth. 

The geometry of the system is shown in Figure 3.4. A loop of radius a carrying curent 

l eL t  is placed inside an N-layer half-space at a depth of 2,. The receiver is placed at a 

radid distance r from the source loop. The circular symmetry allows me to employ a 

cylindricd coordinate system, and solve the problem in the Hankel transform domain. 
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Figure 3.3: The conversion of TEM data to FEM data for a central loop system whose 
loop source has a radius of Som. The impulse response of the magnetic field which spans 
10-l0 to 10-l seconds is used as the input data. The solid Iùre denotu the imaginary 
component of the true frequency-domain response, and the stars denote the converted 
frequency-domain response. 
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Figure 3.4: The geometry for the inversion of borehoIe EM data. A source Ioop of radius 
a energized by a current leiwt is placed at z, in the borehole, and the receiver takes the 
measurements at a depth of z and a radial distance of r .  

The governing equation for the electric field is given by 

where A is the Hankel transform parameter, pj is the susceptibility in the j t h  layer, and 

Y = JAV +y2&% - iwpjoj. 

For convenience, 1 define layers above and below the source-containing layer as regions 

A and C respectively, and d e h e  the source-containhg layer as region B. 1 first derive 

the solutions for source-fiee regions A and C, and then discuss the solution for region B. 
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3.3.1 Solutions for the source-fiee regions 

In regions A and C, the source term on the right hand side of equation (3.6) disappears, 

and the general solution for this homogeneous equation is the combination of up- and 

down-going waves. The boundary conditions are the continuities of the tangential com- 

ponents of the electric and magnetic fields. 1 designed a two-way recursive procedure to 

match the boundary conditions. In region C, the intrinsic impedance is dehed  as 

The input impedance for nny layer in region C is given by 

The secondary electric field in region C is given by 

where 

and 

In region A the intrinsic and input impedances are 

and 
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The solution for region A is 

where the coefficients are given by 

and 

3.3.2 Solution in the source-containing layer 

In the source layer, care has to be taken because of the singularity existing at z = z,. 

When z is not equal to r,, the solution for equation (3.6) is 

where the coefficients Aj, Bj, Cj and Di can be determined in the following manner. At 

z = z,, E is continuous and its f i s t  order derivative is discontinuous 

From the definition of the input irnpedance at the jth and ;h interfaces, 1 obtain 
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and 

Solving equation (3.18) along with equations (3.19) and (3.20)' 1 obtain 

and 

where 

and 

S is given by 

Once the amplitude of the electric field in the source-containhg layer is determined, the 

electric field in regions A and C can be solved recursively, by using equations (3.7) to 

(3.16). If both r, and z are set to zero, the above results are reduced to the response from 

a surface configuration, and the two-way recursive procedure is reduced to the one-way 

recursive procedure outhed by Ryu et al. (1970). 

In numerical Mplementation of the forward modeling, the ta&($) function is ex- 

pressed with exponential functions with negative arguments: 

Doing so c m  prevent the possible numerical ovedow from happening. 

The secondary magnetic field in the frequency-domain is obtained by using Faraday's 

law : 
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The final solution to the forward problem is obtained by converting the frequency response 

into the tirne-domain. 

As an example, frequency and transient responses are calculated over a half-space of 

0.01 S/m. The receiver is placed alone the éuris of the borehole at 50m depth. The radius 

of the transmitter is 50 meters. The left panel in Figure 3.5 shows the frequency response 

of the total magnetic field, and the Bght panel shows the transient response. Only the 

imaginazy component of the fiequency-domain data is plotted because the conversion 

of the data hom the frequency- to time-domain only involves Im(Hz(w))  while at low 

frequencies, the responses measured at both the surface and in the borehole are almost 

identical. At high frequencies, the borehole response lower because the high frequency 

component of the signal cannot reach the receiver at depth due to the skin effect. 

The corresponding transient data were shown in the right panel of Figure 3.5. To 

better understanding the behaviour of the transient data, 1 borrow the concept of "smoke 

ring" proposed by Nabighian (1979). According to his work the combined effect of all 

induced currents in the ground can be approximated by the effect of a single current Ha- 

ment of the same shape of the transmitter hop, and which moves downward and outward. 

The current intensity of the equident cment  filament varies inversely proportional with 

tirne. 

The transient magnetic field measured at the surface is similar to that measured in 

the borehole. The most visible ciifference of the two data sets occurs near IO-' s, where 

the amplitude of the borehole data is slightly larger than that of the surface data. This 

overshoot occurs because, when the "smoke ring" passes through the plane of the receiver 

at depth, the receiver records a stronger signal than what it would read on the surface. In 
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Figure 3.5: Frequency and transient responses over a half-space of 0.01 S/m for a central 
loop borehole system. The radius of the transmitter is 50m, and the observing depth 
is 50 meters. The left panel shows the frequency response. The solid line denotes the 
borehole response, and the dashed line denotes the response on the surface. The right 
panel plots the transient response in the borehole due to a step t un-off. The lines denote 
the responses measured on the surface of the half-space. The discrete symbols denote 
the borehole responses. 

fact for this particular example the amplitude of the borehole data becomes greater than 

that of the surface data a£ter 3 x 10-'S. However, the surface data overpower the borehole 

data before 3 x 10-'s which indicotes t hot the surface data carry more information about 

the near surface structure. Therefore the surface data has higher signal-to-noise ratio at 

early times while the borehole data has higher signal-to-noise ratio at late times. The 

above characteristics of the magnetic field are even more evident in its tirne-derivative. 

Here s serves as a watershed with the borehole data exceeding surface data in 

amplitude after this t h e  and the surface data having a higher signal level before this 

tirne. 

In the next example, 1 investigate how the borehole data vary as a h c t i o n  of obser- 

vation depth by calculating the forward responses over a 0.1 S/m half-space, for receiver 

positions £rom O to 100m, and for a time span fiom to 10'2s. The radius of the 
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Figure 3.6: The transient responses, as a function of the receiver position and tirne, due 
to a step turn-off over a half-space of 0.1 S/m for a central loop borehole system. The 
radius of the transmitter is 50m, and the data are calculated at 34 locations between O 
and 100m. Panel (a) shows the magnetic field, and panel (b) plots the time derivative of 
the magnetic field. 

source loop is 50m. In Figure 3.6a 1 plot the amplitude of the magnetic field, and Figure 

3.6b shows the amplitude of the time derivative of the magnetic field. For a given t h e  

channel, there exists an observation depth at which the strength of the data reaches the 

maximum value. That depth corresponds to the vertical distance between the surface 

and the plane of the "smoke ring" at that moment of time. When the observing depth is 

beyond that optimum depth, the amplitude of the borehole data drops, and it eventually 

becomes weaker than that of the surface data when the distance between the observation 

point and the plane of the "smoke ring" is larger than that £rom the surface to the plane 

of the "smoke ringn. 
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3.3.3 Caiculation of the sensitivities 

The sensitivity problem can be solved by essentially the same technique used in Chapter 2. 

Here however, the adjoint Green's function has to be calculated for receiver positions 

inside the borehole. 

The sensitivities for the electrical field are given by 

where Ej(A, z, w )  is the secondary electric field generated by the source loop in the jth 

layer, and G is the Green's function which can be obtained by solving 

where zdr is the observation depth in the borehole. Note that G satisfies the same partial 

difFerential equations as the electric field in equation (3.6) except a scaling factor on the 

right hand side. Thus the Green's function can be solved in the same manner as outhed 

in equations (3.6) to (3.25). The sensitivities for the magnetic field are gîven by 

As a numerical example, 1 calculate the sensitivities for the same mode1 used in the 

example in Figure 3.5, for receiver locations at both surface and 50m in the borehole. 

Figures 3.7a and 3.7b show the real and imaginary components of the sensitivities in 

the frequency-domain, from the layer between 48 to 50 meters. The sensitivities for the 

borehole configuration exceed those for the surface configuration over all the frequencies 

in amplitude, and decay slower. Panels (c) and (d) in Figure 3.7 present the sensitivities 

for the magnetic field and its time-derivative due to a step turn-off. The sensitivities in 
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the time domain for the borehole configuration are also larger than those for the surface 

configuration. Zero-crossings occur in the sensitivities at early time in the the-domain. 

To investigate how the sensitivities vary with respect to depth, in Figure 3.8 1 plot the 

sensitivities of the imaginary component of the magnetic field and the impulse response 

of the magnetic field £rom the same experiment, as a function of the time and depth. The 

Ieft panel shows the imaginary component of the sensitivities in the fiequency-domain. 

At  a given frequency, the amplitude of the sensitivities of the magnetic field reaches 

a maximum value and then decreases as the depth further increases, and sign changes 

occur at about 70, 140, and 330m. At a fixed depth, the amplitude of the sensitivities 

also reaches a maximum value at the optimum frequency, and decreases as the bequency 

increases further. The right panel shows the sensitivities for the impulse response. For a 

given depth, the amplitude of the sensitivities reaches a maximum at an optimum tirne 

channel. This optimum time occurs earlier for layers near the surface and later for deeper 

structures. This is consistent with the fact that the equivalent curent filament travels 

fÎom the surface to depth with increasing radius, therefore at early times the field is 

sensitive to the near surface structures and at late time sensitive to deep structures. 

3.4 Synthetic data example 

The data from a central loup configuration over a synthetic model were calculated at 

32 time channels, ranging £rom 0.487 rns to 161.4 ms, for receiver positions at 0, 150, 

200, 250, and 300m. The model was designed based upon the resistivity logging in 

a ground water exploration in Australia, and consists of a conductive overburden and 

three conductive layers at depth, and are shown in Figure 3.9a (the dashed line). Through 

this example 1 want to examine whether the use of borehole data in the inversion c m  

delineate the two conductive layers centered at 250 and 320m better. 
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Figure 3.7: The sensitivities for both surface and borehole centra1 bop configurations in 
the tirne- and fiequency domains. Theae sensitivities are due to a layer with a thickness 
of 2m at 48 meters in a half-space of 0.01 S/m. The radius of the trammitter is 50m, and 
the observing depth for the borehole configuration is 50 meters below the ground. The 
solid lines denote the sensitivities for the borehole system, w h h  the dashed h e s  denote 
the sensitivities for the surface configuration. Panel (a) plots the real components of the 
sensitivities in frequency-domain, and panel (b) plots the imaginary components of the 
sensitivities. Panels (c) and (d) show the sensitivities in time-domain, for the magnetic 
field and its time derivative. 
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Figure 3.8: The sensitivities for borehole central loop configurations in the time- and 
fiequency-domains in a ha-space of 0.01 S/m. The radius of the transmitter is 50m, 
and the observing depth for the borehole configuration is 50 meters below the surface. 
The left panel plots the imaginary component of the sensitivities in the fiequency-domain, 
and the Bght panel plots the sensitivities of the impulse response. Logarithmic scale is 
used to display the data. 
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The data are denoted with triangles in Figure 3.9b, and are corrupted with 1% Gauss- 

ian noise. The source has an area of 900 square meters, and it is driven by a step turn off 

wit h unit amplitude. The same inversion procedure used in Chapter 2 is used to invert 

the data. The model objective function is the one given in equation (2.25). Only the flat- 

test model is used here, so I need not to use a half-space reference model. This is a useful 

procedure when in practice the reference models are unlrnown. The eatth is modeled as 

101 layers up to a depth of 10000 meters. The starting models for the following synthetic 

examples are a.ll0.1 S/m half-spaces, and the standard deviations were set to 1% of the 

data strength. 

To Save computationd time a linear line search is carried out at each iteration to îmd 

that p which generates the desired target misfit. Such a procedure is valid as long as 

the perturbation on the modd at each iteration is not too excessive. Two measures have 

been taken to ensure such an approximation valid. The first one is to use a small value 

for parameter y in reducing the misfit level at each iteration. It is found that 7 = 2 is 

a good choice for most cases, and it is not recommended to use any value greater than 

7 = 5. The second measure is to control the size of the mode1 perturbation on the model 

at each iteration. If the perturbation at the (n + 1)th iteration for any layer exceeds 50% 

of m("), then the line search is terminated, and the last p value is adopted. 

The inversion algorithm begins with an initial conductivity model and at each itera- 

tion the model is upgraded until the initial desired misfit is achieved and further iterations 

produce no sigdcant reduction in the model objective function. 

1 fist invert the data acquired at the surface. After 8 iterations, the data were fit to 

the desired misfit level. Figures 3.9a and 3.9b show the models and data. The recovered 

model is a smoothed version of the true model. The inversion recovered the conductive 

overburden and the f%st resistive zone, but missed detail structures at depth. 

Next 1 inverted the data measured at 150m in the borehole. It took 9 iterations for 
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Figure 3.9: The models and the data from the inversions of the surface and borehole 
TEM data. Panels (a), (c), (e), and (g) present the true (dashed line) and recovered 
models (soIid line) from the inversion of the data measured at 0, 150, 250, and 300m. 
Panels (b), (d), (f), and (h) plot the corresponding observed (triangles) and predicted 
(solid line) data. The observation positions are indicated by arrows. 
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the inversion to converge to the desired misfit level. Figares 3 . 9 ~  and 3.9d show the 

results. The quality of the image of the conductive layers at depth has been dramaticdy 

improved. Now the existence of the two resistive zones and three conductive layers 

becomes evident. The pnce for such an improvement at depth is the degadation of the 

model near the surface. The borehole data are smaller at early time, and larger at late 

t h e  in amplitude than the surface data. 

Figure 3.9e shows the recovered conductivity fiom the inversion of the borehole data 

at 250m depth. After 14 iterations, the data misfit level is reduced to the desired level. 

The inversion recovered the tme amplitudes of the second and the third conductive 

layers. Delineation of the conductor near 280m is increased. Eowever, the resolution 

for the conductive layer around 180m and the resistive layer around 190m is degraded. 

The predicted and observed data are plotted in Figure 3.9f. The amplitude of the data 

before 1.8 ms becomes smaller than that of the data measured at 150m. But after 1.8 

ms, the amplitude of the data obtained at 250m is larger than that of the data measured 

at 150m. 

The above two examples indicate that the inversion of borehole data can provide 

more information about the structures at depth. However, for a given geornetry and 

the t h e  span in an experiment, the data contain information about structures only t o  

a certain depth. If the observing depth is too great, then the signal-to-noise ratio will 

be too low, and hence the information generated kom the inversions of those data is 

reduced. To explain this 1 invert the data measured at 300m depth. Figures 3.9g and 

3.9h show the mode1 and data. The inversion recovered a model with a single peak 

after 24 iterations. This is because the data do not have the high fiequency components 

required to resolve detailed structure. Those high fiequency components have been lost 

during the propagation of the EM field through the earth. The amplitude of the data 

is smder at aU time channels than that of the data at 250m. Thus the merits of the 
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Figure 3.10: The results fiom the inversion of the central loop data fiom the borehole 
configuration. The receiver is placed at 2OOm dong the axis  of the borehole. The solid 
and dashed lines in the left panel denote the recovered and true models, respectively. 
The right panel plots the observed (the triangles) and the predicted data (the solid line). 
The arrow indicates the observing point. 

borehole systern no longer hold. 

One of the difticulties in the inversions of EM data is to pick up resistive targets in 

a conductive host. ki the foilowing example 1 investigate the possibility of improving 

the resolutian for those resistive layers by taking measurements inside them. Figure 

3.10 shows the models and the data from the inversion of the data observed at 200m, 

within the second resistive layer. The misfit was reduced to the desired level dter  16 

iterations. The recovered mode1 is similar to that fiom the inversion of the data measured 

at the surface, except that the latet has better resolution for the overburden and the first 

resistive layer. Compared to the recovered models from the inversion of data measured 

within condnctive layers at 150 and 250m depth, this is not a good result. So it seems 

that, at Ieast in this particular example, borehole data measured within resistive zones 

may not be necessarily helpful in delineating the structure at depth. 

The inversions of the surface data c m  resolve neru surface structure better, while 

the inversions of the borehole data can delineate the structure at depth better. So joint 
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Figure 3.11: The recovered modd and the data fiom the joint inversion of the central 
loop data from both surface and borehole configuration. The receiver for the borehole 
configuration is placed at 150m dong the axis of the borehole. The solid and dashed lines 
in the left panel denote the recovered and the true models, respectively. The right panel 
plots the observed and predicted data. The solid line denotes the predicted surface data, 
while the dashed h e  plots the predicted borehole data. The observed data am denoted 
with discrete points. The two arrows indicate the receiver positions. 

inversions of data measured at both surface and in the borehole is potentidy beneficial. 

In the next two examples joint inversions are carried out. In these two inversions, all 

inverse parameters and the assigned error are kept the same as in previous inversions of 

individual data sets. 

1 first invert the data measured at the surface and at 150m in the borehole. It took 

11 iterations for the inversion to  converge to the desired misfit. Figure 3.11 shows the 

recovered model and the data. The recovered model is a hybrid of the models obtained 

fiom the separate inversions of the ~urface and borehole data. It recovered a blurred 

conductive zone between 200 and 350m, and the existence of the two resistive zones is 

not obvious in the recovered model. 

To enhance the deheation of the resistive zones around 190 and 280m, 1 jointly invert 

the data measured at the surface, 150, and 250m. The chi-square misfit is reduced fiom 

1933498 to the desired level of 96 after 14 iterations. Figure 3.12 shows the result. The 
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Figure 3.12: The recovered model and the data from the joint inversion of the central 
loop data from both surface and borehole configurations. The receiver for the borehole 
configuration is placed at 150m and 250m dong the axis of the borehole. The solid and 
dashed lines in the left panel denote the rccovered and the true models, respectively. The 
right panel plots the observed and predicted data. The solid line (curve 1) denotes the 
predicted surface data, while the dashed lines plots the predicted borehole data (curve 
2 for 150m, and curve 3 for 230m). The observed data are denoted with discrete points. 
The three arrows indicate the receiver positions 

joint inversion recovered all conductive and resistive structures of the true model. The 

position of the second conductive layer around 250m is slightly shifted towards greater 

depth. 

The above two examples show that joint inversions of surface and borehole data can 

enhance the quality of the recovered model. Next 1 look at the application of this inverse 

technique to field data. 

3.5 Field data example 

In this section 1 invert TEM data from the groundwater exploration mentioned earlier in 

the introduction of this Chapter. Transient EM data have been collected in this region 

with the SIROTEM system. The transmitter is a square loop of 300m by 300m, and the 
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data were measured dong the axis of the source loop, on the surface and in the borehole. 

The effective area of the receiver is 104m2. The time span used in this survey is fiom 

0.487ms to 67.3ms, and the data are recorded at 26 the-channels. The borehole is 300m 

in depth, and its top 150 meters was cased with steel. The casing can certainly affect 

the data, and invalidated the 1-D assumption. The hole was logged below the casing and 

resistivity measurements fkom 155m to 195m were obtained. 

In carrying out the inversions, the earth is modeled with 101 layers to a depth of 

5000m. A circular loop with radius of 169.3m is used to approximate the square loop. 

The radius of the loop is deterrnined in such a way that the circular loop will have the 

same area as the 300m by 300m square loop used in the survey. For a loop of this size, 

this approximation is accurate enough for the inversions. The starting model is a 0.1 

S/m half-space. The error is assumed to be 5% of the data strength plus A/m. The 

constant component in the assigned error is intended to prevent late-time data, whose 

signal-to-noise ratio is very low, fiom carrying too much weight in the inversion. 

1 first invert the surface data. After 8 iterations, the chi-square misfit level was 

reduced fiom 7190 to the desired misfit level. The recovered conductivity, along with 

the observed and predicted data, is shown in Figure 3.13. The apparent conductivity 

obtained from the down-hole resistivity logging is also plotted in the same Figure. The 

recovered conductivity picks up the conductive zone around 150 meters, but the resistive 

zone on the borehole conductivity at 270 meters does not show up in the recovered model. 

The data measured at 155m are inverted next. The inversion converged to the desired 

misfit level after 9 iterations. Figure 3.14 shows the results of the inversion. The recovered 

mode1 shows a resistive zone sandwiched between two conductive layers at depth. But 

the position of the resistive zone is shifted upwards slightly, compared to the borehole 

conductivity obtained £rom the resistivity logging. The conductive overburden in Figure 

3.13 does not show up in this recovered model. 
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Figure 3.13: The results fiom the inversion of surface SIROTEM data. The left panel 
plots the recovered conductivity (the solid line) and the borehole conductivity (the dashed 
line) obtained fiom down-hole resistivity logging. The right panel shows the predicted 
data (the continuons line) and the observed data (the discrete points). The arrow indic- 
ates the receiver position. 
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Figure 3.14: The results fiom the inversion of borehole SIROTEM data. The receiver 
is at 155m in the borehole. The left panel plots the recovered conductivity (the solid 
line) and the borehole conductivity (the dashed line) obtained from down-hole resistivity 
logging. The right panel shows the predicted data (the continuous line) and the observed 
data (the triangles). The arrow indicates the receiver position. 
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Figure 3.15: The recovered model and the observed and predicted data fmm the inversion 
of the SIROTEM data collected at 230m in the borehole. The left panel pbts the 
recovered conductivity (the solid h e )  and the borehole conductivity (the dashed line) 
obtained from down-hole resistivity logging. The right panel shows the predicted data 
(the continuous line) and the observed data (the triangles). The arrow indicates the 
receiver position. 

Data collected at 230m are also inverted. After Il iterations, the chi-square misfit was 

reduced from the initial value of 10908 to  the target level of 26. Figure 3.15 presents the 

models and the data from the inversion. The recovered model shows a very conductive 

zone around 250m, which contradicts the results from the resistivity logging. This makes 

the inversion suspect. Possible causes of this disagreement include the steel casing and 

other non 1-D eifects. 

To enhance the information about structure at depth, a joint inversion is carried out 

to invert the surface data and borehoie data at 155m depth. Knowing that the borehole 

data have better signal-to-noise ratio at late times and that the surface data have better 

signal level at early times, I assigned about 10% error to the borehole data before 3 ms, 

and 2% afterwards. For the surface data, the standard deviations were 1% before 20 ms, 

and 5% afterwards. After 20 iterations, the initiai chi-square misfit was reduced from 

7449 to 253. Figure 3.16 shows the recovered model and the data. Considerable extra 
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Figure 3.16: The recovered model and the observed and predicted data fiom the joint 
inversion of the borehole (at 155m) and the surface SIROTEM data. The left panel shows 
the recovered model (the solid line) and the resistivity logging (the dashed line). The 
right panel plots the observed (discrete points) and the predicted data (the solid line). 
The receiver positions are indicated by arrows. 

structure, especiaily the conductor at 90m, has been recovered. The aecond conductive 

zone at 200m seems to have some connection with the conductive zone in the resistivity 

logging but it is shifted towards shallower depth. The third conductive zone in the 

recovered model is consistent with the resistivity logging and is much improved from the 

recovered models from the inversions of individual data sets in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. 

The first conductive zone does not show up in the models recovered fiom the inversions 

of the individual data sets. The data at 230m were also inverted, but the inversion could 

not converge to the desired misfit level. 

Possible causes responsible for the unsatisfactory results fiom the 1-D inversion of the 

fieid data are the casing and other non 1-D effects, which invalidate the 1-D assumption 

and make the surface and borehole data incompatible. To investigate the compatibility 

of the surface and borehole data, 1 first calculate the response at z=230m generated from 

the model recovered from the inversion of the surface data, aad compare this fonvard 
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Figure 3.17: Compatability of the surface and borehole data at 230m depth. The solid 
lines denote the calculated data, while the triangles plot the field data. The left panel 
compares the borehole SIROTEM data at  230111 depth with the calculated borehole data 
of the model recovered from the inversion of the surface SIROTEM data. The right 
panel shows the surface SIROTEM data and the forwmd surface responses of the model 
recovered from the inversion of the borehole SIROTEM data at 230m depth. 

response to the observed data at the same depth. Figure 3.17a shows the comparison. 

Those two data sets are vastly different from each other before seconds. This means 

that it is difficult to fmd a 1-D model which can reproduce the two field data sets at the 

same time. 1 &O calculate the forward response at the surface £rom the model recovered 

from the inversion of the borehole data collected at 230m, and plot the calculated data 

in Figure 3.17% against the field data measured at the surface. These two data sets are 

also not even close a t  early time channels, therefoxe a 1-D joint inversion could not h d  

a model which c m  explain these two data sets. 

1 also did the same analysis to the data measured at 155m. Figure 3.18 shows the 

comparison of the cdculated and the field data. The left panel shows the predicted data at 

155m from the model recovered fxom the inversion of the surface data, and the measured 

data at 155m. At early times the predicted data overshot the observed data. This is 

because the recovered model hom the surface data is more conductive near the surface 
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Figure 3.18: Compatability of the sudace and borehole data at 155m depth. The solid 
lines denote the calcdated data, while the triangles plot the field data. The left panel 
compares the borehole SIROTEM data at 155m depth with the calculated borehole data 
of the model recovered from the inversion of the surface SIROTEM data. The right 
panel shows the surface SIROTEM data and the forward surface responses of the model 
recovered from the inversion of the borehole SIROTEM data at 155m depth. 

than the recovered model fiom the borehole data. The right panel shows the field data 

measured at the surface and the predicted data at the surface from the model recovered 

fiom the inversion of the borehole data at 155m. The ciifference between these two data 

sets is also rnajriiy at the early times. The overall difference between the borehole and 

surface data at 155m is much sm&r than that for the data at 230m. 

Field data results are inconclusive bat illustrate the importance of non 1-D data. The 

EM data me sensitive to a volume conductivity structure around the borehole, while the 

resistivity logging is sensitive to a much smder  region. The surveyed region is relatively 

1-D but dipping structures do exist according to geologicd information. The non 1-D 

effects cause incompatibility between the surface and borehole data. Thus while it is 

possible to explain the surface data or the borehole data separately with distorted 1-D 

images of the earth, it is difficult to find a 1-D model which can reproduce the surface 

and the borehole data simultaneously. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

The inversion algorithm developed in this Chapter provides a new tool to obtain inform- 

ation about the conductivity distribution over a 1-D earth fiom the inversion of transient 

EM data collected at both the surface and in the borehole. 

The amplitude of the borehole data is smaller than that of the surface data at early 

times. At later t h e ,  that relation is reversed, so the surface data have better signal-to- 

noise ratio at early time channels while the borehole data enjoy higher signal-to-noise 

ratio at late times. 

The mode1 recovered £rom the inversion of the surface data represents the near surface 

structure bet ter, while the mode1 obt ained from the inversion of borehole data delineat e 

the structure at depth better. Joint inversions of the data measured at the surface and 

in the borehole c m  improve the images obtained from the inversions of individual data 

sets. 

The field data example is inconclusive but shows the importance of non 1-D effects. 

Since geological structures me usually 3-D, it necessary to test this 1-D algorithm on 3-D 

synthetic data sets, to investigate how the 3-D effects alter the inversions. It  is recognized 

at the outset that 3-D effects might present problems for the 1-D inversions of borehole 

TEM data. Nonetheless there are areas where this algorithm might be applicable. 
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Recovering susceptibility from 1-D Inversion of EM data 

4.1 Introduction 

Electromagnetic data are sensitive to conductivity a, magnetic permeability p and to 

electrical permittivity E. The decay of the EM fields in the earth depends upon these 

parameters and the frequency of the source. It follows that a mdti-fiequency sounding 

contains information about ail of t hese properties as a function of depth and, in principle, 

it is possible to simultaneously invert any set of data for a, p and E .  The f is t  step in this 

process of simultaneous inversion is to be able to invert for any one of the parameters 

when the others are specified. Electrical conductivity charactcristically varies by orders 

of magnitude and there have been numerous papers devoted to recovering a when p and 

E have been specified. Relative electrical permittivity varies from about 1 to 80 (Keller, 

1990) and this parameter has received much attention for surveys carried out at high 

fiequency. Although relative magnetic permeability may vary fiom 1 to 20 for various 

rocks and minerais, in practice it varies from 1 to less than 2.0. The effect of such s m d  

variations can often be ignored and EM data are commonly inverted after employing the 

assumption that p = p0, the relative permeability of free space. Nevertheless, there are 

instances where permeability chaages alter the data in a significant way. A well known 

example of this is the negative inphase data measured with a typical frequency domain 

airborne electromagnetic (AEM) system. Those negative data cannot be the responsc 

of a purely conductive model. Magnetic permeability greater than po, or equivalently 
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positive magnetic susceptibility, must exist. 

Magnetic susceptibility is an important physical patameter in geophysical surveys, but 

the usual way to obtain information about the distribution of susceptibility is through 

the inversion of static magnetic data obtained £rom magnetic surveys. Unfortunately 

these data can be reproduced by a layer of susceptible material at the earth's surface. 

This Uust rates not only the extreme non-uniqueness inherent in the int erpret ation of 

magnetic data but also shows that there is no inherent information about the suscep- 

tibility distribution wïth depth. Algorithms which obtain depth distributions do so by 

imposing parameterization on the mode1 domain (Bhattacharyya, 1980; Zeyen and Pous, 

1991; Wang and Hansen, 1990), by applying constraints to the solution (Last and Kubik, 

1983; Guillen and Menichetti, 1984), or by introducing a depth weighting function to 

counteract the natural decay of the kemel functions. An example of this last approach 

is given in Li and Oldenburg (1996). Rigorous inversion of EM data to estimate the 

distribution of magnetic susceptibility over an arbitrary 1-Dl 2-D or 3-D earth has not 

yet been fully investigated. Work has been done to estirnate the physical and geometric 

parameters of some simple models. Ward (1959) described a method of deterrnining the 

ratio of magnetic susceptibility of a conducting magnetic sphere to the susceptibility of 

the background rock. He used a uniform field for frequencies which span a large range 

and encompass the critical frequency at which the fiequency independent magnetic field 

cancels the inphase component due to induced current. Fraser (1973) proposed a way 

to estimate the amount of magnetite contained in a vertical dike under the assumption 

that the body is nonconductive. He also developed (Fraser, 1981) a magnetite mapping 

technique for the horizontal coplanar coils of a closely coupled multi-coi1 airborne EM 

system. That technique yields contours of apparent weight percent magnetite under the 

assumption t hat the earth is a homogeneous half space. 

In this Chapter 1 attack the inverse problem of the reconstruction of susceptibility 
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by assiiming that e = €0 and that a is variable, but known. 1 restrict myself to the l-D 

problem. Since the forward modeling h a  been addressed in Chapter 2, 1 begin with the 

inversion procedure and derive expressions for the sensitivities. Synthetic and field data 

are then inverted and 1 present summa.rizing comments in a concluding section. 

4.2 Inversion algorit hm 

The same technique as in Chapter 2 is used to solve the inverse problem. Since most rocks 

have positive susceptibility, positivity constraint is needed. Positivity of the solution can 

be guaranteed in a number of ways. The simplest is to choose m = Inn as the model. 

Since 61ns = ~ K / K  the sensitivities are easily obtained for this parameter. The difficulty 

with this mapping is that near-zero values carry too much weight in the model objective 

function, and large values of susceptibility are over estimated due to the nature of the 

logarithm function. To overcome these difEculties 1 define m = f(n)  as a three-piece 

mapping in which m = K for K. greater than and m = mb for IC < tcb. An exponential 

function is used to represent susceptibility values between K b  and nl. Figure 4.1 shows 

the mapping. The forward and inverse mappings, m = f (6) and K = f -l(rn), are given 

b~ 

and 
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Figure 4.1: Nonlinear mapping for positivity constra.int. Segment 1 is an exponential 
function and segment 2 is a straight line whose slope equals 1. Segment 3 is a straight 
line pardel to the m-axis. 

where mb is 

mb = 6 1  [ln (;) + 11 - 

With this mapping the recovered susceptibility has a minimum value of rcb but this is 

chosen s m d  enough so that its effect on the data is insignificant compared to the errors 

on the observations. 

4.3 Calculation of the sensitivities 

The calculation of sensitivities J, = ad;/i3mj is an important part of the inversion 

algorithm. Here 1 use the adjoint Green's function solution to calculate the sensitivities. 

There are a number of choices for the data and for the defmition of m, but al l  of the 

sensitivities can be obtained once d E / a p j  is known. For instance, if the secondary fields 
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are measured, the sensitivities for Hz are 

Because p = po(l + K )  the sensitivity for any m = f (K) CU be easily generated. 

4.3.1 Adjoint Green's function solution 

The geometry used in this chapter is the same as that in Chapter 2. The sensitivities 

can be computed using a modified adjoint Green's function solution. The Maxwell's 

equations for 1-D problems are (Ryu, 1970) 

iwpH?(r, 0, w, z) = 2, 
iwptl,(r, O, w,  2) = -f  { g [ ~ ~ e ( r ,  0, w, 41)' (4.5) 

a H 4 r 8 * ~ ~ z l  - e*z~*e-w*zl = ( i w s  + u)Ee(t, 8, w, z )  + 1.. 
ar a* 

where r ,  0 and z are variables in the cylindrical coordinate system. I, is the current 

source given by 

I(w)ah(~ - a)S(zd, - h)  r, = 
r 

Due to the symmetry of the problem, electric and magnetic fields are no longer functions 

of 0. For simplicity, 1 use E to denote Ee . The permeability p is a function of depth and 

for our layered earth it is represented as 

where M is the number of layers, and $i(t) is the box car function wbich is unity 

on the support of the ith layer and zero elsewhere. Substituthg equation (4.6) into 

equation( 4.5) and t&g derivatives with respect to pi in each layer yields the partial 

differential equation for the sensitivity problem. In the Eankel transform domain, it is 
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where the operator L is 

Detailed derivations of the above equations is given in Appendices A aad B, where a 

Green's function is introduced into the problem. Multiplying both sides of equation (4.7) 

by the Green's h c t i o n  aad integrating by parts we obtain 

The boundary term on the left hand side vaaishes because the electric field for any finite 

source tends to zero at infinity and so do its derivatives. Thus if the Green's function 

satisfies the equation 

then the sensitivity for the electrk field is 

where E is the primary field in the ith layer and G the corresponding Green's function. 

The primary field is that produced by the trammitter and the auxiliary field G is due to 
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a vertical magnetic dipole with unit strength at the observing point zds. They are given 

where the coefficients of the up-going wave and down-going wave are given by the fol- 

(2.7) an (2.8) in Chapter 2. For the convenience of computation, equation(4.12) can be 

reorganized to (Appendix C) 

Appendix D outiines the detailed calculation of equation(4.15). Equation (4.15) shows 

the sensitivities consist of two terms. The first term, which represents the influence of 

sources on the two boundaries of each layer, will not tend to zero at zero frequency. 

The second term, on the other hand, will tend to zero when the frequency tends to 

zero. This is shown in Appendix E. To better understand the asymptotic behavior of the 

sensitivities, consider the value of the magnetic field when the frequency tends to zero. 

Let 
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be the normalized intrinsic impedance and 

X gi = b(im(-T)p = + ~rit*(Ahi) 
w - . ~  zw f i  + pi+i tanh(A hi) 

be the narmalized input impedance. The vertical magnetic field at zero frequency c m  

then be expressed as 

- 
If pi = po, where i = 1,2, ..., M, then Zi = po and hence Kz(w) will tend to zero. 

Conversely if any one of the layers has nonzero susceptibility then the magnetic field 

will be nonzero. For a ha-space with a conductivity c and a magnetic permeability p 

illuminated by a dipole of moment rn and with both source and receiver sitting at the 

same height h, the solution is reduced to 

The derivation of the above result is given in Appendix F. Thus the induced static 

magnetic field due to a dipoIe located at h above the surface is equal to that of an image 

dipole of strength m(p1 - po)/(pi - po) buried at a depth h beneath the surface. The 

effective magnetic charges are on the surface of the half space, where the susceptibility is 

discontinuous. Similady, the two boundary sources in the calculation of sensitivities can 

be viewed as layers of effective magnetic charges. Those surface magnetic charges are due 

to the sudden change of susceptibility on boundaries and they remain as the fiequency 

goes to zero. As frequency increases, eddy currents will be come stronger, and this adds 

a fiequency dependent term to the sensitivities. 

A numerical example of the sensitivities for horizontal coplanar coils with a coil sep- 

aration of 10 meters and at height 30 meters above a half-space of IO-' S/m and a 

magnetic susceptibility of 0.1 SI unit is given in Figure 4.2. Panels (a) and (b) show how 
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the amplitudes of real and imaginary components of the sensitivities vary with respect to 

frequency. At low hequency the real component remains at a constant value due to mag- 

netic polarkation. As fiequency increases, the induced currents become stronger and the 

real component of the sensitivities become fiequency-dependent. At a certain hequency, 

in this case around 103 hertz, the fiequency-dependent term begins to dominate. For a 

given susceptibility structure the transition ftequency decreases as conductivity increases. 

The imaginary component, on the other hand, is complet ely frequency-dependent . At 

low fiequencies, magnetic particles change orientation almost synchronously with the 

primary field, and therefore the amplitude of the imaginary component of the sensitiv- 

ities is very Sm&. It rises almost linearly with respect to frequency until 1000 hertz. 

As frequency arises further, the frequency-dependence is no longer linear, and a local 

maximum with respect to frequency is formed at about 10000 hertz. 

Both components of the sensitivities also behave differently with depth. The real 

component begins at a constant value and decreases with depth, but for the irnaginary 

part, there is a depth at which the sensitivity is maimized. This characteristic con- 

tributes greatly to the depth resolution obtained in the inversion. Figure 4 . 2 ~  presents 

the absolute value of the frequency independent part of the sensitivities as a function of 

depth and coil separation. When the coil separation is much smaller than the observa- 

tion height, as in the case of this example, this term generally decreases with depth. The 

fkequency-dependent term of the real component of the sensitivities is obtained by sub- 

tracting the ftequency-independent term from Figure 4.2a. Figure 4.2d shows the result 

for a source-receiver separation of 10m. It is similar to the imaginary component of the 

sensitivities in that at frequencies higher than 1000 hertz it also reaches a maximum at 

depth. At frequencies lower than 1000 hertz, the amplitude of the frequency-independent 

component of the sensitivities is h e a r  to frequency. However, the amplitude of the 
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Figure 4.2: The absolute value of sensitivities (on Ioga.rithmic scale) over a half space. The 
conductivity is 0.01 S/m and the susceptibility is 0.1 SI unit. The data were calculated 
for a coi1 separation of 10 meters and sutvey height of 30 meters. (a) Red component of 
the sensitivities; (b) haginary component of the sensitivities; (c) Frequency independent 
term in the real cornponent of the sensitivities; (d) Frequency dependent term in the real 
component of the sensitivities. 
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hequency-dependent sensitivity is much smaller than the Irequency-independent com- 

ponent; thus, during an inversion, the fiequency-independent component of the inphase 

part of the sensitivities may limit depth resolution. 

4.4 Synthetic examples 

For al1 the synthetic data in this section 1 assume a coplanar system with coi1 separation 

1Om in which the transmitter has unit area and carries a harmonic electric current of 1 

Ampere. The earth is divided into 44 layers and the thicknesses of the layers increases 

with depth to compensate for the loss of resolution with depth. The conductivity struc- 

ture is assumed known and the mapping parameters /cb and KI are fixed at and 

SI  unit. 

As a fist example, 1 invert data fiom a ground system that is 0.5m above the surface. 

The conductivity model, which is shown in Figure 4.3a, consists of a 40m conductive 

overburden of 0.1 S/m and a conductive zone at depth between 40m and 80m. The 

susceptibility model consists of a single layer of 0.2 SI. This susceptible layer is 30m thick 

and straddles the boundary of the conductive overburden and the conductive zone at 

depth. The overburden and the offset of the conductive and susceptible zones make this 

a complicated but good example to test the reliability of the algorithm. The data are 

calculated at 10 fiequencies: 110, 220, 440, 880, 1760, 3520, 7040, 14080, 28160, 56320 

hertz and contaminated with 2% Gaussian noise. The model parameter used in this in- 

version is related to 6 through the nonlinear mapping given by equation (4.1). Parameter 

a in equation (2.25) is set to 0.02. The starting and reference susceptibility models were 

haif-spaces of d u e s  0.0 SI and IO-' SI respectively. The parameter y was chosen as 5. 

The results are shown in Figure 4.3. After 7 iterations the inversion converged to the 

desired target misfit of 20. Figure 4.3b shows the reconstructed and true susceptibility 
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Figure 4.3: Inversion of ground system data. (a) The conductivity structure used in the 
inversion. Its value below 80 meters is 0.01 S/m. (b) Recovered (solid line) and true 
susceptibility models (dashed line). (c) Misfit cuve for the inversion. (d) Mode1 norm 
as a function of iteration. 

models. Figures 4 . 3 ~  and 4.3d show the misfit cuve and modei norm as functions of the 

nurnber of iterations. The inversion has recovered a very good representation of the tme 

susceptibility structure. 

In a second example, whose results are given in Figure 4.4,I invert data kom a typicai 

airborne survey in which inphase and quadrature phase data at frequencies 900,7200 and 

56000 hertz were collected at a fight height of 30 meters. The data were calculated over 

the same mode1 used in the previous example. It is more difficult to fit data with low 

noise level than with higher noise level. Hence 1 test the robustness of the algorithm by 

contaminating the data with 0.5% Gaussim noise. Starting and reference models in this 

example were 0.02 and IO-' SI respectively. The true conductivity model, given in Figure 

4.4c, is assumed known. Two approaches to incorporate positivity wil l  be illustrated. In 
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Figure 4.4: Inversion with correct knowledge of conductivity structure. (a) Recovered 
(solid line ) and true susceptibility models (dashed line) from the inversion in which 
ln6 was used as the modei parameter (dashed line). (b) The true (dashed line) and 
recuvered susceptibility from the inversion in which the nonlineai mapping was used to 
incorporate positivity. (c) the true conductivity used in the inversion. (d) The misfit 
curves corresponding to (a) (dashed line) and (b) (solid iine). 
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the first 1 used logarithm of susceptibility as the model parameter. The reconstructed 

model, obtained after seven iterations, fits the data to the desired level, but overshoots 

the true model. This is primarily the result of using h ( n )  as a model parameter. Using 

the nonlinear mapping [equation($.l)l to guarantee positivity yields the mode1 in Figure 

4.4b. This model is a better representation of the true mode1 and was obtained in four 

iterations. In both cases, the inversion converged to the desired target misfit 6. Plots 

of the data mihts  for both inversions are provided in Figure 4.4d. In carrying out the 

inversion, parameters a and y were chosen as same as those in the previous example. 

The primary contribution to the EM responses is from eddy currents induced in 

the earth and the magnitude of the data is dependent upon the electrical conductivity 

structure. It follows t hat inversions for susceptibility which are performed wit h incorrect 

knowledge of the eIectRcal conductivity will sufEer some deterioration. I illustrate this by 

repeating the last inversion but this time using an approximate conductivity model. The 

conductivity model is obtained by using a separate inversion algorithm which recovers 

a 1-D electrical structure £rom horizontal loop EM data by assuming that p and E take 

their values in the fiee space. The algorithm was terminated after the second iteration 

when the misfit was 75.4, w d  above the desired value of 6. The true and the approximate 

conductivity models are shown in Figure 4.5a. Now 1 use the approximate conductivity 

and invert for n. The algorithm plateaued to a minimum misfit of about #d = 28 after 

9 iterations. The recovered susceptibility in Figure 4.5b shows increased susceptibility 

at about the right depth, but it overshoots the true model sigdcantly and is not an 

accurate representation of the true model. This discrepancy increases as the conductivity 

model beconies a poorer representation of the true conductivity. 
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Figure 4.5: Effect of incorrect knowledge of the conductivity distribution on the inversion. 
(a) Solid line denotes the approximate conductivity model and dashed line denotes the 
true model. (b) The resultant susceptibility model (solid line) and the true model (dashed 
line). (c )  The misfit curve for the inversion. (d) The model norm as a function of iteration. 
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4.5 Field example 

As a field example 1 now invert airborne EM data acquired at Mt. Milligan which is 

a Cu-Au porphyry deposit located in central British Columbia, Canada. The inphase 

and quadrature phase data at fiequencies 900, 7200 and 56000 hertz were taken about 

every 10 meters along the flight line. The coil separation is 8.0 meters for 900 and 7200 

hertz data and 6.3 meters for data at 56,000 hertz. The DIGHEM system was flown 

in north-south lines 100 meters apart. Even though the flight lines are north-south I 

invert data at 13 stations along an east-west line (Y9600). This is because DC resistivity 

data were collected on east-west lines and they have been inverted by Oldenburg, Li and 

Ellis (1996). 1 will use their 2-D conductivity model in o u  susceptibility inversion. The 

DIGHEM data for the 13 stations are given in Figure 4.6. The real component of the 

vertical component of the magnetic field at 900 hertz is negative at most of the stations. 

There are also some negative inphase data at 7200 hertz. For airborne electrornagnetic 

surveys, the negative inphase data is a direct result of rnagnetization. For such surveys, 

the flight height h is generally much greater than the coil separation r, and therefore 

the secondary magnetic field recorded at the receiver opposes the primary field. At 

low induction numbers the magnetic field due to magnetic charges at boundaries of 

susceptibility discontinuity can exceed the secondary fields generated by eddy currents in 

the earth, and since they oppose eadi other, it is possible for the inphase portion of the 

airborne EM response to be negative. At higher induction numbers, however, the effect 

of eddy currents will dominate. 

In performing the inversion the earth is divided into 22 layers which is the same as the 

number of layers used in the inversion of the 2-D DC data. A contoured representation 

of that conductivity model is shown in Figure 4.7a. The laterdy averaged conductivity 
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Figure 4.6: DIGHEM data from Mt. Milligan, at section Y9600. The real component is 
denoted by the solid line and irnaginaty component is denoted by the dashed h e .  The 
flight height varies between 25.2 and 48.8 meters. The coil separation is 7.98m at 900 
and 7200 hertz, m d  6.33m at 56,000 hertz. 
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beneath each station was nsed as a 1-D background conductivity for the susceptibility in- 

version. The mode1 objective function was that given in equation(l0) with the parameter 

a set to 0.02. The model parameter m(rc) for the inversion is comected to susceptibility 

through the nonlinear mapping given in equation(4.l). The mapping parameters K* and 

KI were set to be SI and 10-~ SI respectively. The starting model for inversions at 

all the stations was a half space of 0.02 SI. The reference model was a half space of 

SI. 

The noise levd in the data is assumed to be 10% of the amplitude of the data. This 

resulted in a miriimiim standard deviation of less than 1 ppm for some data and is likely to 

have been overly optimistic. The cumulative initial chi-squared rnisfit for the 13 stations 

was 417,206. The result of the inversion is shown in Figure 4.7b and the cumulative 

misfit has been reduced to 1795. Thxee regions of high susceptibility are observed in 

the upper 200 meters and the maximum susceptibility is 0.1 SI. This result can be 

compared with Figure 4 . 7 ~  which shows magnetite concentration provided by DeLong et 

al. (1991) which was visudy estimated from borehole samples over the same section. 

Topography information is incorporated in t hat Figure. The larger magnetic anomdy in 

the center is supported by 4 observations. The highest value in this anomaly is 8% and 

the magnetite content for the 3 other supporting points are 5%. The high susceptibility 

at station 12.9 km in Figure 4.7b corresponds welI, both verticdy and horizontaily, with 

the borehole information. There is an indication on Figure 4 . 7 ~  of enhanced magnetite 

content near 13.1 km and another more elongated concentration near 12.9 km. These 

are not pronounced features, but they do correlate with the inversion result in Figure 

4.7b. The data from a ground magnetic survey at Mt. Milligan have been inverted to 

recover a 3-D model of susceptibility (Li and Oldenburg, 1996). The cross-section from 

the recovered 3-D susceptibility model is presented in Figure 4.7d. Thee  concentrations 

of susceptibility are observed, with the largest amplitude of 0.047 SI occurring at 12.7 
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km and at a depth of 200 meters. This is considerably deeper than the susceptibility 

recovered by inverthg the airborne EM data. Figures 4.7b and 4.7d both indicate high 

susceptibility at 12.7 km but there is a lateral clifference of about lOOm between the 

locations of the right most anomdy. With the exception of this lateral shift in the 

right hand anomaly, the greatest discrepancies between the models &st in the vertical 

direction. One possible explanation is that the depth of investigation, which is primarily 

controlled by skin depth and geometry, is less than 150 meters in this case. Therefore, 

the airborne EM data are primady sensitive to structure in the top 150 meters and 

therefore structure with susceptibility lower than 0.1 SI at 200 meters will not geatly 

affect the data. This has been confiimed 6y forward modelling. 

Another possibility for the disagreement between Figs 4.7b and 4.7d is due to non- 

uniqueness in the inversion. The recovered model fiom the inversion of static magnetic 

data seems deeper and more spread out. Since the depth distribution in the 3-D model is 

a consequence of the depth weighting in the objective function, inappropriate design or 

use of that weighting function may affect the inversion. On the other hand, the quality 

of the results of the 1-D susceptibility inversion can be affected by 3-D variations in 

conductivity and susceptibility, which surely exist at Mt. Milligan, and by incorrect 

estimation of the background conductivity. Idedy  1 would like to incorporate the 3-D 

effects into the errors ascribed to the data, but 1 do not know how large these are. In 

the inversion in Figure 8b we assigned a constant percentage error. Other reasonable 

errors assignments are: (1) constant base level plus a percentage of the data; (2) a fixed 

but difFerent value for each fiequency and (3) uniform errors on all data. For a given 

data set, the inverted model depends upon the assigned errors and how well the data are 

misfit. To investigate this variability we camied out the inversions with different error 

assignments and additionally imposed a reasonable upper limit of 0.1 SI units on the 

recovered susceptibility. In Figure 4.8a I show the inversion result when the standard 
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Figure 4.7: Inversion of DIGHEM data from Mt. Milligan, section Y9600. (a) Recovered 
conductivity model from the inversion of 2-D DC data. (b) Susceptibility model recon- 
structed from the 1-D inversion of DIGHEM data. (c) Magnetite content in percentage 
£rom borehole information. (d) Susceptibility model fmm the 3-D inversion of static 
magnetic data. 
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deviation for data at 900, 7200 and 56000 hertz is 5 ppm plus 10 percent of the strength 

of the data. For Figure 4.8b the standard deviations were 1, 4 and 10 ppm for data 

at the three respective frequencies and in Figure 4 . 8 ~  the standard deviation for each 

datum was 10 ppm. There are differences between the three sections but they all identify 

aaomaly highs at 12.6 km and 12.9 km. Ail susceptibility highs are concentrated within 

the top 150 meters. This provides confidence that the algorithm is producing meaningful 

result S. 

4.6 Conclusions 

The work presented here shows how electromagnetic data from a horizontal coplanar 

loop can be inverted to recover a 1-D susceptibility structure under the assumption that 

the electrical conductivity is known. Since the strength of induced magnetization inside 

the earth depends upon the amplitude of the existing magnetic field, it follows that EM 

data at diflerent frequencies are sensitive to susceptibilities at difEerent depths. This 

is in contrast to static magnetic field data. My algorithm follows traditionai inversion 

methodologies for solving under determined nonlinear inverse problems and minimizes 

an objective function subject to fitting the data. Positivity is incorporated by using h ( ~ )  

or u&g a nonlinear mapping of susceptibility as model parameters. Synthetic inversions 

indicate that convergence with the nonlinear mapping usually requires fewer iterations to 

achieve the same misfit and generally produces a better representation of the true model. 

For field data, when using a 1-D inversion algorithm in cornplex environments, one is 

faced with the ubiquitous problem of specifying the observational errors and deciding 

how weli the data should be fit. This remains problematic but in our example 1 used a 

variety of error assignments and imposed an upper limit on the constructed susceptibili- 

ties. The resultant Mages had common features and the main feature coincided with a 
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Figure 4.8: Recovered susceptibility models £rom inversions with difierent error schemes: 
(a) the recovered mode1 when the standard deviations were 5 ppm plus 10 percent of the 
strength of the data; (b) the standard deviations were 1,4 and 10 ppm for data at 900, 
7200 and 56,000 hertz; and (c) a constant standard deviation of 10 ppm was used for ail 
the data. 
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region of high magnetite content inferred from visual estimates of borehole logs. Reason- 

ably accurate information about background conductivity is important for the inversion. 

If the true conductivity is known, the inversion cm produce a good representation of 

the true magnetic susceptibility. However, when the conductivity is not accurate, the 

recovered susceptibility mode1 will be distorted. This invites the challenge of carrying 

out simultaneous inversion of conductivity and susceptibiiity. 

The method outlined in this Chapter is quaiitatively usefd. When accurate inform- 

ation about conductivity structure is available from other geophysical surveys such as a 

DC resistivity survey, our method may provide useful information about susceptibility 

structure. It c m  dso be used for depth mapping of fresh water lakes in shield terranes, 

or for airborne mapping where a non-magnetic overburden lies over resistive and mag- 

neticdy permeable bedrock, so the conductivity structure is relatively separate from the 

susceptibility structure. It can also be potentially usefui for mapping magnetite based 

on magnetic susceptibility, when these occur in resistive rocks. 



Chapter 5 

1-D Simultaneous inversion of EM data 

5.1 Introduction 

Both conductivity and susceptibility are important physical parameters. The traditional 

way to obtain uiforrnation about susceptibility is through inversions of static magnetic 

data. Since EM surveys are not afFected by remanent magnetism, and the artificial sources 

used in EM surveys are highly localized compared to the relatively uniform geomagnetic 

field in magnetic surveys, EM surveys can provide complementary information about 

susceptibility. 

Although the problem of 1-D inversion of electromagnetic data in both the time- 

and fiequency-domains has been studied extensively in the literature, most of these 

studies have assumed knowledge of either the conductivity or the susceptibility. A typicd 

procedure in conductivity inversion is to assume that magnetic susceptibility equals its 

value in free space. Tn many cases this assumption is valid since most rocks are non- 

magnetic. However, quite often the geological targets are not only conductive but also 

magnetically permeable, so the data are dec ted  by both conductivity and susceptibility. 

A common example of the existence of strong magnetization is the negative inphase 

coplanar data in airborne EM surveys as discussed in Chapter 3. If 1 invert those data 

under the assumption that p = po, then the recovered conductivity mode1 could be very 

wrong, and valuable information about susceptibility in the data is also wasted. On 

the other hand, when inverting EM data to recover susceptibility, incorrect knowledge 
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about conductivity may h o  cause severe distortion in recovered susceptibility models 

(Zhang and Oldenburg, 1996a). To illustrate this 1 invert a synthetic data set generated 

over a 1-D earth with variable conductivity and susceptibility. The data were calculated 

at 900, 7200 and 56000 hertz. The coil separation is 10 meters and the observation 

height is 30 meters. Due to the presence of the susceptibility structure, the inphase 

datum at 900 hertz has a negative value of -13.0 ppm. Gaussian noise with standard 

deviation of about 1% of the data strength was added to the data. In the fmst inversion 

1 attempted to recover the susceptibility distribution while specrfying that the earth's 

conductivity is a half-space of 0.001 S/m. The recovered susceptibility in Figure 5.la 

is not a good representation of the true model. In the next inversion 1 used correct 

information about the conductivity. The recovered susceptibility model represents the 

true model very welI (Figure 5. lb). 1 carried out the same tests on conductivity inversion. 

Figure 5.lc shows the recovered conductivity model under the assumption that p = 

po. The recovered rnodel is distorted severely at depth and overshoots the true model. 

However, when true information about susceptibility is used, the recovered conductivity 

model, shown in Figure 5.ld, delineates the true model quite successfdy. Those results 

show that in an individual inversion we need to have accurate information about either 

susceptibility or conductivity in order to recover the ot her. In principal, I may invert DC 

resistivity data or static magnetic field data to provide information about conductivity or 

susceptibility structure. 1 may then use the conductivity information from the inversion 

of DC resistivity data to carry out inversion of frequency- or time-domain EM data 

to recover susceptibility structure, or use the information about susceptibility from the 

inversion of static magnetic data to invert the EM data for conductivity structure. The 

problem is that 1 do not always have DC resistivity or static magnetic data dong with 

frequency- or the-domain EM data. Therefore the ideal way to attack this problem is 

to recover both conductivity and susceptibility at the same time through a simultaneous 
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Figure 5.1: Individual inversions with accurate and inaccurate information about con- 
ductivity or susceptibility. Solid lines denote the recovered modeis, and dashed lines 
denote the true models. (a) The recovered susceptibility fiom the inversion with inac- 
curate information about conductivity. The conductivity model used in the inversion was 
a 0.001 S/m haIf-space. (b) Recovered susceptibility from the inversion with accurate 
information about conductivit y. (c) Recovered conductivity £rom the inversion under 
the assumption that the susceptibility is equal to its fiee-space value. (d) The recovered 
conductivity when accurate information about susceptibility was used in the inversion. 

inversion. 

In this Chapter 1 present a method to solve the simultaneous inverse problem in 

a layered earth for a horizontal coplanar EM system. The number of layers is chosen, 

based upon the estimation of the apparent conductivity, to be large enough to adequately 

represent the possible conductivity and susceptibility structures. The thickness of each 

layer is fixed and increases with depth to compensate for the associated loss of resolution 

of the data due to the attenuation of the EM fields. In each of these homogeneous layers 

a pair of model parameters for the conductivity and susceptibiiity needs to be recovered. 

Methods similar to the one presented in this Chapter were previously used in the inversion 
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of either the susceptibility (Zhang and Oldenburg, 1995, 1996a) or conductivity structure 

(Fullagar and Oldenburg, 1984) in a 1-D environment. Here however, 1 simultaaeously 

invert for two model parameters, a and K .  1 show that the data can be decomposed 

into two parts to reflect the effect £rom susceptibility. One part, which is related to 

eddy currents through the tenu jwpa ,  is not resolvable without prior information. The 

other part is due to magnetic polaxïzation and c e e s  independent information about 

susceptibility. 1 use a weighted sum of model objective functions of conductivity and 

susceptibility to construct the cost function. 1 use synthetic and field data examples to 

show that simultaneous inversion can provide useful information. 

5.2 Methodology 

Some aspects of techniques used in a simultaneous inversion have been addressed in 

previous Chapters. The forward modeiing has been solved in Chapter 2. The sensitivities 

for conductivity and susceptibility are given in equations (2.21) in Chapter 2 and (4.15) 

in Chapter 4. The question now is how to ca ry  out the simultaneous inversion. The 

goal of the inversion is to find a model which reproduces the data and exhibits desired 

characteristics. My choice for the objective function is guided by the desire to find a 

model that has minimum structure in the vertical direction and nt the sarne time is 

close to a reference model. To accomplish this 1 set up the model objective functions for 

conductivity and susceptibility as 

and 
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where cq and i to  are the reference models for conductivity and susceptibiiity. The pa- 

rameters a, and a, control the relative importance of smdest and flattest components 

in the model objective functions. The use of ha as the model parameter ensures the 

rccovered conductivity is positive, and also accommodates the wide range of conduct- 

ivity variations. The nonlineu mapping in equations (4.1) and (4.2) is used to project 

the susceptibility into m(ic). This mapping can provide positivity constraints on the re- 

covered susceptibility model and prevent s m d  values of susceptibility fiom carrying too 

much weight in the inversion. For the discrete 1-D inversion, those two model objective 

functions can be rewrit ten as 

and 

& = IIWs[m(4 - m(~o)l I l 2  , 15-41 

where W, and W, are M x M weighting matrixes. 

One of the most distinguishing aspects of a simultaneous inversion problem is that 

there is more than one objective function that requires minimizing. Just as 1 combined 

two tems  to make up the objective function in equations (5.1) and (5.2), here 1 can 

combine the two objective functions 4, and #, into my cost function. Let the final cost 

function be 

#m = e& +Y&, (5 .5)  

where coefficients e and y are given by 

where O < s 5 oo is the desired magnifying factor. When s + 0, 9, = $,, and when 

s 4 oo, 4, = 4,. Now 1 solve the simultaneous inverse problem by minimizing the cost 
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function subject to the constraint that the data are adequately reproduced: 

where p-' is a Lagrange multiplier and cjt"' is the target misfit level. In above equation, 

the data objective function #d is the same as used in Chapter 2 [equation (2.27)]. Let 

m, = In(#) and m, = m(6) be vectors with M components, and let 6m, and 6m, denote 

perturbation at the nth iteration. The predicted data can be approximated as 

where J, and J, are the sensitivities whose elements are JUri = 0dr/0mui and Jdi = 

ddl/OmKi. Let J = (J,, J K )  be a global sensitivity matrix, m = (m,, m,) be a global 

mode1 parameter, and 

be the global weighting matrix. The linearized problem becomes the minimization of 

where dta' is the target level for data misfit at the (n + 1)th iteration. Usudy 1 reduce 

the target rnisfit level from one iteration to the next by a factor between 2 to 10. The 

above equation can be solved as in Chapter 2, and the solution bas exactly the same 

expression as in equation (2.31). 

5.2.1 The trade-off between conductivity and susceptibility 

Magnetic susceptibility is related to  magnetic permeability through p = po(l + K ) ,  and 

for convenience 1 use both K and p in the following discussion. The governing partial 
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difEerential equation for the electric field, in the Hankel transform domain, is given by 

and the boundary conditions are the continuity of the tangentid components of both 

eiectric and magnetic fields. The general solution for the above equation is the linear 

combination of exponential functions ehjz. The independent information about the 

susceptibility alone enters from the boundary terms related to the calculation of input 

impedances 

where Zj = -*. Physicaily the secondary field results from both induced eddy cur- 
u~ 

rents and magnetic polarization. Eddy cments are related to the term jwpa,  and as 

long as the product of p and a remains the same, the forward response is not aifected. 

The simultaneous inversion is useM only when the secondary fields caused by magnetic 

polarization become s&ciently large. 1 illustrate this through a simple example. Con- 

sider a half-space of conductivity cr and permeability p. In the Hankel trmsform domain, 

the vertical component of the secondary magnetic field for such a half-space, under the 

quasi-static assumption, is 

where u2 = X 2  + jwpcr, and X is the Hankel transform variable. Bo is given by 

where Ji is the Bessel function of the first kind. For a conductive half-space and a 

magnetic whole space with permeability p, the forward response is 
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The information about the susceptibility comes in ody through the term jopu,  which 

is contained within u. Since p = pop, = po(l + K ) ,  the term jwpu can be written as 

jwpopra = jwpo&, where ü = pTu. In another words, 1 can use a non-magnetic half- 

space with conductivity 5 to generate the same data as those that 1 would obtain from 

a magnetic whole space of p and a conductive half-space of a. The difference between 

equations (5.13) and (5.15) tells me how strong the influence is from the discontinuity in 

the susceptibility at the boundary: 

The data are functions of conductivity, susceptibility, frequency, and geometric factors, 

but for simplicity 1 mite the data as D(a, p). So in general 1 can define 

This quantity can serve as a measure of the influence of discontinuity in susceptibility 

distribution on the data. Since the independent information about the susceptibility 

structure is contained in AD(a,p), 1 may obtain a useful result from the simdtaneous 

inversion only if the amplitude of A D(a, p)  is greater than the noise level in the data. For 

a half-space, AD(u, p )  can be obtained by carrying out an inverse Hankel transform to 

equation (5.16). Even for such a simple example, 1 stiU cannot find an annlytic solution 

for above equation. Only when the fiequency goes to zero, and when the source can be 

considered as a vertical magnetic dipole, can 1 obtain a closed expression for AD(u, p): 

The derivation of above equation is very similar to the work of Zhang and Oldenburg 

(1996a), who developed the asymptotic expression for the forward modeling. Note that 
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Figure 5.2: The relationship among D(u,p), D(u,po), D(ü,po), and AD(c,p). Note 
that p,a = 5. 

when frequency tends to zero, there is no induction, so that conductivity disappears from 

the asymptotic expression of AD(a, p).  

To obtain some insight into the magnitude of the trade-off between conductivity and 

susceptibility, 1 plot the relationship among D(u, p), D(a, pO), D(ü, pO),  and AD(u, p)  

in Figure 5.2. Table 5.1 shows D(a, p), D(al PO), D(ü, po), and AD(a, p) calculated for 

a half-space of 0.01 S/m and 0.1 SI. 

From basic EM theory, the angle 4 in Figure 5.2 varies from O for a very resistive 

earth to n/2 for a very conductive earth. Since p, > 1 for a magneticdy permeable 

earth, the effective conductivity reinforces the eddy currents. In this example, at 

dXerent fiequencies ü increases the r d  component of D(a, po ) by about 3% to IO%, and 

the imaginary component by about 1.5% to 8%. The real component of the magnetic 

field associated with the effective magnetic charges is anti-phase to ReD(u,po), and the 

amplitude of IReAD(a, p)I/IReD(a, po)l is about 400% at 900 hertz, and about 14% at 

56k hertz. These effective magnetic charges increase the amplitude of ImD(a, po ) £rom a 
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Table 5.1: D(a, po), D ( 5 ,  po) ,  A D ( a , p ) ,  and D ( a , p )  over a 0.01 S/m and 0.1 SI unit 
hd-space. 

negligible 0.6 ppm at 900 hertz to a maximum at 56k hertz of about 1.5%. This means 

that it would be difEcult to recover susceptibility distribution by inverting the imaginary 

component of the data alone. But on the other hand, this analysis suggests that when 

carrying out individual inversions without the knowledge of susceptibility, the imaginary 

component of the data should be used to obtain information about conductivity, even 

though conductivity models obtained this way may be a little more conductive than they 

should be. 

Since the inverse problem is nonlineu, iinearization and iteration are needed. At each 

iteration a perturbation is sought and the model is moditied by this perturbation. The 

perturbation on the model will cause a change on the data 

where J, and J, are the sensitivities for conductivity and susceptibility, whose elements 

M are Ci=,(JU)i; and c$,(J,)~, 2 = 1 , 2  ,....., N ,  and i = 1,2 ,..., M .  N and M are the 

numbers of the data and the model cells respectively. In general, the perturbation of the 

kth datum over a 1-D earth can be written as 
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The proof of the above equation is given in the Appendix (F). 

Mathematicdy equation (5.20) indicates that the perturbation on the data is corn- 

posed of three parts. The first two terms on the Eght hand side of the above equation 

are related to the term jwpa, and they are the same except a s c a h g  factor. The in- 

dependent information about susceptibility is contained in the third tenu QG, which 

is the partial derivative of the data with respect to the susceptibility in the boundary 

conditions. Further more, this boundary term retains a non-zero value as the fiequency 

tends to zero, as proven by Zhang and Oldenburg (1996a). 

Physicdy equation (5.20) means that the perturbations on the data are caused by 

the perturbations on the conductivity, the perturbation associatecl with the eddy currents 

induced by susceptibility, and the perturbation related to the effective magnetic charges 

on the boundaries. 

1 calculate the sensitivities for both conductivity and susceptibility over the same 

model used in Table 5.1. The results are given in Table 5.2. The real component of the 

sensitivities for susceptibility is 4 to 6 orders of magnitude bigger, and the imaginary 

component of the sensitivities for susceptibility is 3 orders of magnitude greater, than 

those of the sensitivities for the conductivity. This means that the data are much more 

sensitive to the change of susceptibility, and thus larger weighting should be applied to 

the model objective function for susceptibility, to prevent the violation of Iinearization, 

and the uneven perturbation on conductivity and susceptibility at each iteration. 

5.3 Numerical results 

In the following synthetic examples, the earth is divided into 44 layers to a depth of 500 

meters. In all inversions I use the mapped parameter m(6) as the model parameter. The 
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Table 5.2: The cornparison of the sensitivities for the conductivity and susceptibility, 
£rom a layer of 2m thick at a depth of 48m, in a 0.01 S/m half-space whose susceptibility 
is 0.1 SI unit. 

Freq (hertz) 
~ H z / & ( x  
dHz/&~(xlO-~)  

loO 
10-1 

O a 12 

No. of Iterations Frequency 

Figure 5.3: The result of the simultaneous inversion with s = 6. (a )  The true and re- 
covered conductivity models. The solid line denotes the recovered model, and the dashed 
line denotes the true model. (b)  The true (dashed line) and reconstructed (solid iine) 
susceptibility models; (c) The data-misiit curve; (d) The real (solid line) and imaginary 
(dashed line) components of the predicted and observed data. Lines denote predicted 
data, and dots denote observed data. 
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mapping parameters KI and Ka are set to and IO-'. The parameters a, and a, are 

chosen as 0.02 for all of the synthetic examples. The starting and reference models for 

susceptibility are 0.0 and SI unit respectively, 

In the following 1-D examples, the starting and reference modeis for conductivity are 

all a 1 mS/m half-space. The same data set for the example in Figure 1 is re-inverted to 

simultaneously recover conductivity and susceptibility. The use of such a relatively simple 

model makes it easier to investigate other aspects of the simultaneous inversion. In this 

inversion, 1 set s = 6. Figure 5.3 shows the results. The recovered conductivity mode1 

in Figure 5.3a is a good representation of the true model. The recovered susceptibility 

model slightly undershoots the true model but it does recover the susceptibility hi& at 

the right depth (Figure 5.3b). Figure 5 . 3 ~  shows the misfit curve and Figure 5.3d plots 

the observed and predicted data. 

The appropriate choice of weighting parameters in equation (5.5) is important. By 

increasing the parameter s 1 give conductivity more fieedom to v q ,  and by reducing 

s, 1 give susceptibility more room to Vary. When s is too large, the susceptibility will 

be over-depressed. On the other hand, if s is too s m d ,  large susceptibility is generated 

which may invalidate the linez&ation, and convergence difficulties may occur. 

I iüustrate this by repeating the inversion with s = 20 and s = 0.1. Figure 5.4 shows 

the results of inversion with s = 20. The recovered conductivity in Figure 5.4a is a good 

representation of the true model. But the susceptibility in Figure 5.4b is over-depressed 

into a near-surface layer, and it is not a good representation of the true model. The 

inversion converged after 6 iterations and fit the data to the desired misfit level. Figures 

5 . 4 ~  and 5.4d present the misfit cuve and the data. 

When s = 0.1 is used in the inversion, the conductivity is recovered successfdy 

(Figure 5.5a), but the recovered susceptibility in Figure 5.5b overshoots the true model 

significantly. Beyond the ninth iteration, the inversion cannot reduce the misfit any 
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No. 01 Iterations Frequency 

Figure 5.4: The results £rom the inversion with s = 20. (a) The true and recovered 
concluctivity models. The solid line denotes the recovered model, and the dashed line 
denotes the true model. (b) The true (dashed h e )  and reconstructed (solid line) suscep- 
tibility models; (c )  Data-misfit as a function of iterations; (d) The predicted and observed 
data: the solid line denotes the real component of the predicted data, and the dashed 
line denotes the imaginary component of the predicted data. Observed data are denoted 
by dots. 
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Figure 5.5: The inversion with s = 0.1. In panels (a) and (b), the solid lines denote 
the recovered model, and the dashed lines denote the true model. (a) The true and 
recovered conductivity models; (b) The true (dashed line) and reconstructed (solid line) 
susceptibility models; (c) The data-misfit curve; (d) The real component of the predicted 
data (solid line) and the imaginary component of the predicated data (dashed line). Dots 
denote the observed data. 

further (Figure 5 . 5 ~ ) ~  and the real component of the data at 900 hertz is fit to about 7%, 

instead of the desired level of 1%, of the amplitude of the data (Figure 5.5d). 

The 1-D inversions above, and other synthetic rnodelings, indicate that conductivity, 

compared to susceptibility, is relatively insensitive to the choice of the value of para- 

meter s. Because the data are more sensitive to the change on susceptibility, more 

weight should be applied to the model objective function for susceptibility. From my 

experience, s should be chosen between 2 to 20 in the simultaneous inversions. This 

choice is independent of the geornetry of the experiments. 

Geologicd targets usually are 3-D. To determine how reiiable the results are from the 

1-D simultaneous inversions of 3-D field data, 1 tested my algonthm on 3-D synthetic 

data. In the following example, 1 inverted a 3-D synthetic data set generated from the 
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Figure 5.6: The 3-D model. The background conductivity and susceptibility a0 and rio 
are 0.01 S/m and O SI unit respectively. The conductivity and susceptibility in the upper 
prism are 0.1 S/m and 0.1 SI unit. For the lower prism, t ~ 2  = 0.5S/m and f ia  = 0.2 SI. 
Data are caicuiated at 110, 220, 440, 880, 1760, 3520, 7040, 14080, and 56320 hertz. The 
coi1 separation is 10m, and the &ght height is 30m. The station interval is 25m and the 
line spacing is 50m. Flight lines are in the x-direction. 
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model shown in Figure 5.6. The background conductivity and susceptibility are 0.01 

S/m and O SI unit respectively. The conductivity in the upper prism is 0.1 S/m, and 

susceptibility is 0.1 SI unit. In the lower prism, the conductivity is 0.5 S/m, and the 

susceptibiiity is 0.2 SI unit. The observation height is 30 meters, and the coiI separation 

is 10 meters. Data were calculated at 10 frequencies, ranging £rom 110 to 56320 hertz, 

with each frequency doubling the previous one- Line spacing is 50 meters and station 

interval is 25 meters. The weighting parameter s was set to 3. The standard deviations 

were 5ppm plus 10% of the data. Other parameters were kept the same âs in previous 

1-D examples. 

Figure 5.7 plots the real components of the predicted and observed data for this 

inversion. Panels (a), (b), and (c) show the predicted data at 110, 7040, and 56320 hertz, 

and panels (d), (e), and (f) plot the observed data at 110, 7040, and 56320 hertz. Figure 

5.8 shows the imaginary components of the predicted and observed data at the same 

t hree fiequencies. 

In the inversion the data were all fit into the desired misfit level, including the neg- 

ative inphase data at 110 hertz. The positions of the two prisms are denoted by white 

rectangles. The data clearly indicate the presence of two anomaly bodies, but it is im- 

possible to determine whet her t hose two bodies are conductive, resistive, or permeable, 

and depth estimation is impossible. The çimultaneous inversion recovered two conductive 

and permeable bodies at depth. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the recovered conductivity 

and susceptibility models sliced in the x-direction. Figures 5.9a, 5.9b, and 5.9~ show 

the cross-sections of the conductivity at y=250, 350, and 450 meters, and Figures 5.10a, 

5.10b, and 5.10~ present the corresponding cross-sections of susceptibility. The white 

rectangles indicate the positions of those two prisms. The recovered conductivity rep- 

resents the true model reasonably well, even though it is shallower and wider than the 

true model. The recovered susceptibility is also a reasonable representation of the true 
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Figure 5.7: The real components of the predicated and observed data for the 3-D model. 
Panels (a), (b) and (c) show the predicated data at 110, 7040 and 56320 hertz. Panel 
(d), (e) and (f) plot the observed data at the same hequencies. 
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Figure 5.8: The Imaginary component of the predicated and observed data at 110, 7040 
and 56320 hertz for the 3-D model. Panels (a), (b) and (c) show the predicated data. 
Panel (d), (e) and (f) plot the observed data. 
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Figure 5.9: The x-z cross sections of the recovered conductivity £iom the inversion of 3-D 
data. White rectangles denote the positions of those two prisms. (a) The x-z cross section 
at y=450m; (b) The x-z cross section at y=350m; (c) The cross section at y=250m. 
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Figure 5.10: The cross sections in the x-direction of the recovered susceptibility. The 
positions of the prisms are denoted with white rectangles. Panels (a), (b) and (c) show 
the cross sections at y=450, 350, and 250m respectively. 
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Figure 5.11: The x-y plan-views of the recovered conductivity and susceptibility. Panels 
(a), (b) and (c) show the recovered conductivity st z=20, 40, and 60 meters. Panels (d), 
(e) and (f) present the susceptibility models at the corresponding depths. 
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model. Two cleady sepatated susceptibility prisms are successfully recovered from the 

inversion. In contrast to conductivity, the recovered susceptibility is a lit tle deeper t han 

the true model. Figures 5.11a, 5.11b and 5.11~ show the x-y plan-views of the recovered 

conductivity at 20, 40, and 60 meters in depth, and Figures 5.11d, 5.11e, and 5.11f plot 

the corresponding x-y plan-views of the recovered susceptibility. At all corresponding 

dept hs, the susceptibility is more bcahed  than the conductivity. 

As a whole, the 1-D simdtaneous inversion of the 3-D data set has generated con- 

ductivity and susceptibility models which represent the true model reasonably well. Two 

conductivity highs and two separated susceptibility highs over the tops of the two prisms 

are recovered. The recovered susceptibility has greater depth-extent than the true model, 

while the recovered conductivity is shallower a d  thinner than the true model. The re- 

covered susceptibility model also has better horizontal separation than the recovered 

conductivity. 

5.4 Field data example 

In the following example, 1 invert field data collected over the Stratmat Main Zone 

which is located 40 km southwest of the City of Bathurst and 2 km north of the Heath 

Steele Mine site in Northern New Brunswick. The area is underlain by felsic to mafic 

and metasedimentary rocks of the Ordovician-aged Tetagouche Group, and is host to 

several major polymetallic base metal sulphide deposits. A large meta-gabbro intrusion 

is adjacent to, and in some places, assimilates the sulphide deposits. The volcanic rocks 

are very resistive while the massive sulfide deposits are very conductive. Therefore EM 

surveys can register strong anomaly over the deposits. The magnetic minerals in the 

gabbroic Dyke can affect the EM data too. 

This Main Zone was discovered in 1957 as the result of foliow-up surveys of an airborne 



EM anomaly. An AERODAT airborne EM system was flown over this region. The 

coaxial data were collected at frequencies 935 and 4600 hertz, and the coplanar data 

were measured at 4175 hertz. The line interval is about 200 meters, and the station 

spacing is about 8 meters. There are 696 stations all together. The flight height of the 

bird is between 20 to 50 meters. 

Since the coplanar data were measured at only one fiequency, 1 needed to include 

the coaxial data into the inversion in order to obtain better depth resolution. Zhang 

et al. (1996) proposed a simple method to construct inverse algorithms for the coaxial, 

perpendicular, and vertical coplanar data, based upon existing inverse aIgorithms for the 

coplanar data. Following th& work, 1 adapted my simultaneous inverse algorithm to 

invert the coplanar and coaxial data jointly. In carrying out the inversions, the earth was 

divided into 50 layers to a depth of 300 meters. The parameters a, and a, were set to 

0.02. The reference model was a conductive and magnetic half-space whose conductivity 

and susceptibility were 0.1 mS/m and SI unit respectively. The starting model was 

a non-magnetic half-space with 1 mS/m conductivity. The error assigned to each datum 

was 1 ppm plus 10% of the datum strength. The parameter s was set to 3 and was ftxed 

t hroughout the inversion. 

After 10 iterations at each station, the total chi-squared misfit level at all the stations 

was reduced to 4265 from the accumulative initiai misfit of 187232. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 

show the real and imaginary components of the predicted and observed data £rom the 

inversion. Both components of the data show a distinct anomalous high at the center of 

line 12.8 km, where the Main Zone resides. The negative real component of the coplanar 

data is a manifestation of the eistence of magnetization in this region, and justifies the 

necessity for a simultaneous inversion. 

The recovered models at each station are assembled to form a 3-D model. Figure 

5.14 shows the recovered conductivity model. Panel (a) is the x-y plan-view of the 
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Figure 5.12: The red components of the predicted and observed data. Dark region 
dominating the picture is the Main Zone. 
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Figure 5.13: The imagisary components of the predicted and observed data. Dark region 
dominating the picture is the Main Zone. 
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recovered conductivity at  30m. A conductivity high is recovered between stations at 

10400m and 10500m of h e  12800m. Panel (b) shows the y-z cross-section of the recovered 

conductivity at line 12800m. The white line in panel (a) indicates fiom where the section 

in panel (b) is taken. The recovered model suggests that the conductive body has a 

depth-extent of about 150 m. Other than that conductive high, the conductivity model 

is fairly uniform. 

The data £rom an aeromagnetic survey have been inverted to recover a 3-D model of 

susceptibility (Li et al. 1996). 1 plot the recovered susceptibility model from the 1-D 

simultaneous inversion along with that obt ained from the 3-D inversion of the aeromag- 

netic data. Figure 5.15 shows the plan-sections of the recovered susceptibility, at 20, 

30, and 100 meters. Panels (d), (e) and (f) plot the susceptibility recovered from the 

simultaneous inversion. The sources used in the EM survey are more localized than the 

geomagnetic field used in the magnetic surveys, so EM surveys can detect shdow and 

s m d  structures, and magnetic surveys can detect deeper and larger structures. It is 

unclear which recovered susceptibility model is more correct, but the major feature of 

the susceptibility recovered hom the simultaneous inversion is in general consistent with 

the result from the inversion of aeromagnetic data in panels (a), (b), and (c). The anom- 

alies in panels (d), (e), and (f) appeas as isolated peaks due to the sparse line spacing. 

Two major susceptibility highs, one in the north, and one in the south, are registered by 

the simultaneous inversion. Those two anomaly highs coincide with the negative inphase 

data. But the anomaly centered at station 10450 of line 12800m in panels (a), (b), and (c) 

does not appear in the recovered modei from the simultaneous inversion. This is because 

the signal level needed to resolve this "missingn susceptibility structure is completely 

overwhelrned by the signal related to the eddy currents. In fact the EM responses over 

those neighboring susceptibility unit s with the sirnilas amplitudes are not very strong. 

For instance, over the susceptibility high near station 10400 at Iine 12600 of the recovered 
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Figure 5.14: Recovered conductivity modela fiom the simultaneous inversion of HSS 
AEM data. (a) The x-y plan view of the recovered conductivity at z=30m; (b) The 
conductivity dong the section denoted with the white line in panel (a). 
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model £rom the inversion of the aeromagnetic data only causes weak responses of -1 ppm 

for the real component of the coaxial data at both frequencies, and -9 ppm for the real 

component of the coplanar data. Yet the maximum values for the real components of the 

coaxial data at 935 and 4600 hertz are 45 and 62 ppm respectively, and for the coplanar 

data the peak value is 287 ppm. In order not to overfit the data contaminated by the 

3-D eEects, 1 used 10% of the data strength os the error in the inversion, so the signal 

due to the susceptibility is buried into the noise level. 

Figure 5.16 shows the cross sections of the recovered susceptibility along the survey 

line 12600m. The upper panel presents the results £rom the simultaneous inversion, and 

the lower panel plots the corresponding section of the recovered susceptibility from the 

inversion of the aeromagnetic data. The two susceptibility highs around stations 10200 m 

and 10350 m in panel (a) correspond to the anomalous highs in panel (b). The recovered 

model from the simultaneous inversion extents to a depth of about 150 meters, which is 

about the depth of investigation. Another anomalous high, which does not show in panel 

(b), is recovered at the right end of the section in panel (a). This anomaly is Uely due to 

the d u e n c e  of nearby 3-D susceptibility structures on the data, and the 1-D algorithm 

treats those 3-D effects as if they are fkom a 1-D earth. 

The 1-D simdtaneous inversion has generated 3-D images of susceptibility and con- 

ductivity. The recovered conductivity model not only clearly indicates the existence of a 

conductor at the Location of the Main Zone, but also suggests that the anomaly is very 

conductive and has a depth extent of about 150 to 200m. The recovered susceptibiIity 

model from the 1-D simultaneous inversion is similar to that recovered from the 3-D 

inversion of the aeromagnetic data. 
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Figure 5.15: The x-y planview of the recovered susceptibility models from the sirnulta- 
neous inversion of AEM data and the inversion of aeromagnetic data. Panels (a), (b) ,  
and ( c )  show the recovered susceptibility fiom the inversion of aeromagnetic data, and 
panels (d), (e), and (f)  plot the susceptibility recovered from the simultaneous inversion. 
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Line 12600 at HSS 

Figure 5.16: The cross-section of the recovered susceptibility models fiom the sirnuitane- 
ous inversion of AEM data and the inversion of aeromagnetic data over section 12600 at 
HSS. Panel (a) shows the recovered susceptibility from the simultaneous inversion, and 
panel (b) plots the susceptibility recovered fiom the inversion of aeromagnetic data. 
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5.5 Summary 

Formulation of the simuItaneous inverse problem requires minimization of an objective 

function including both conductivity and susceptibility &e& + 74,. By choosing dif- 

ferent weighting, 1 can obtain different solutions. Choice of the final relative weighting 

between 4, and 4, requires additional input or knowledge on the part of the user. Since 

the data are much more sensitive to the changes of susceptibility than the changes of 

conductivity, larger weight should be applied to the model objective function for sus- 

ceptibility, to avoid excessive perturbations on susceptibiiity at any iteration. Of the 

two physical parameters, conductivity is more robust to the change of the weighting 

parameter. 

The numerical solution to the simultaneous inversion is more difEicult than invert- 

ing for conductivity or susceptibility separately because the two model parameters are 

strongly coupled. Magnetic permeability p affects the data in two ways. In the quasi- 

static assumption p and a come together in the term jwpu, and without prior information 

there is no possibility to separate them. Mathematicdy, independent information about 

susceptibility arises only from the boundary conditions in the recursion formula for input 

impedances. This enlarges the scope of non-uniqueness compared to problems in which 

one parameter is sought. Sirnultaneous inversions can be useful o d y  if the influence on 

data fiom the boundaries of the susceptibility cliscontinuity is greater than the noise level. 

Tests on both 1-D and 3-D synthetic data sets suggest that simultaneous inversion is 

a useful tool in providing information about conductivity and susceptibility distributions. 

The results from the inversion of field data at Heath Steele Stratmat are encouraging. 

By inverting a single EM data set, 1 recovered not only the conductive deposit at the 

Main Zone, but also the susceptibility structure associated with the gabbroic dyke. The 

negative inphase data are no longer a source of contamination - they have become an 
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irnport ant source for providing information about susceptibility distribution. 



Chapter 6 

Approximate inversion of 3-D EM data 

6.1 Introduction 

Geological targets are usually 3-D, therefore techniques for interpreting 3-D EM data are 

needed. Advances on systems of data acquisition in EM surveys make it possible to cover 

a large area within very short period time, so the data sets from EM surveys, especially 

in airborne EM surveys, could be huge. It is desirable to quickly obtain information 

about the buried geological targets. Quantitative information can be obtained through 

rigorous 3-D inversions of the EM data. However, at present, ~ ~ O ~ O U S  3-D inversions are 

impractical because of the heavy computation involved in the forward modeling and the 

calculation of the sensitivities. 

As an alternative, various approximate solutions have been expIored to glean qualit- 

ative information about the 3-D conductivity distribution. The sirnplest way to obtain 

qualitative information is to plot the data as apparent conductivities. Features seen in 

the apparent conductivity can sometimes be interpreted directly. However, due to the 

complexity of controlled-source EM problems, apparent conductivity c m  be a very poor 

representation of the true conductivity. The next step in sophistication is to constmct 

conductivity by using an imaging technique, in which the observed data are mapped 

into conductivity through inverse mapping. Those inverse mappings demand much fewer 

computer resources, and c m  be used to interpret directly the geological structure during 

the survey. Studying and interpreting pictures presented in terrns of the right physical 
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units in question (e.g. S/m) is far better than working on raw data in volt or volt/meter. 

Images generated from those simple mappings might be reasonable representations of 

the geological structure, but if nothing else, the data have been converted into a format 

that has the potential for offering insight about the changes of the physical property 

with spatial location. Those images may be used as a weighting function in a coopera- 

tive inversion of different geophysical data sets, when evidence indicating the existence 

of correlation among the anomaly sources. Also those images can serve as the starting 

model in, or even the imaging map itself may be adopted in the first several iterations of 

a rigorous inversion. This will Save a great deal of computational tirne. It is noted that 

any algorithm which maps observed data into an element of model space is an approxi- 

mate, or possibly complete, inverse mapping. The distinction between these is whether 

the mapped element in model space can adequately reproduce the data. 

Up to now, most imaging techniques solve a 1-D problem either in the fiequency- 

(Bergeron et al., 1987, Sengpiel, K. P., 1988) or the tirne-domain (Palacky and West, 1973; 

DeMody and Becker, 1984; Zollinger et al., 1987; Nekut, 1987; Eaton and Hohmann, 

1987; Macnae et al., 1991). In those methods, a nonlinear mapping is used to convert 

the data to a certain depth, and then a conductivity value is assigned to this depth. 

It is more difficult to h d  the counterpart to these mappings in 3-D problems. Recent 

work on a novel EM scattering approximation refered as the extended Born approxi- 

mation (Babashy et al., 1993, and Torres-Verdin and Habashy, 1994) has provided the 

means to accurately simulate the electric field interna1 to the conductivity distribution 

without having to invert the large, often full, stifiess matrices that result from solv- 

ing integral-equation or hite-clifference simulation schemes. This approximation has 

recently been applied to the inversion of EM data and has demonstrated efficiency in 

solving geophysical exploration problems (Zhdanov and Fang, 1995). But the computa- 

tion in this approximation is still so heavy that it is impractical to use this approximation 
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Figure 6.1: The geometry of the 3-D problem 

to solve large scale problems. Therefore its application has been confined to synthetic 

models typicdy consisting of relatively few model cells, and applications to field data 

sets have not published. 

In this Chapter, 1 use a linear inverse operator to map the data into conductivity 

images based on the Born approximation. The linear mapping is generated from the 

sensitivities calculated for a best-fit half-space. Then a 3-D model objective function 

is minimized subject to the constraints of a linear data objective function. This linear 

inverse problem is solved by using a subspace technique, which reduces the dimension of 

the linear inverse problem dramaticaily. The simplicity of this linear mapping makes it 

possible to solve problems involving tens of thousand model cells and hundreds of data 

on a workstation. With the redundancy of the data, 1 can stiil extract information about 

the geological targets from this first pass inversion of the data. Through this experiment 

1 address questions such as what and how much information can be obtained by use of 

approxhate inverse mappings on data measured at many stations, and how different the 

results are, compared to those fiom a rigorous 1-D inversion. 
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6.2 The methodology 

The geometry for the h e a r  mapping is shown in Figure 6.1. Both the source and the 

receiver are placed at a height of h above the surface of the earth. The receiver is 

separated from the source by a radial distance r .  A regular grid system is used to divide 

the earth into a series regular cubic ce&. This linear mapping consists of three major 

steps. First, a background conductivity model m(") is estimated through either l -D 

inversion or apparent conductivity mapping. The perturbed data vector c m  then be 

wrïtten as 

d ( d n )  + 6m) = d(m(")) + J6m + X.O.T. (6-1) 

where J is the sensitivity matrix whose elements Jij quant* the change in the ith datum 

with respect to unit change in the jth model cell. By neglecting the higher order term, 

and setting d(m(") + m) = d*", where d*" are the observations, 1 c m  introduce a data 

rnisfit objective function: 

where Wd is an N x N matrix whose diagonal elements are the reciprocals of the estimated 

error of each datum, and d = d*' - d(m(")) + ~ m ( " ) .  The third step is ta solve a linear 

inverse problem. The model objective function 1 want to minirnize is 

where mo is the reference model, ai, a2, a ~ ,  and a4 control the importance of each terrn. 

w,,w,,ui, and w, are the weighting functions to be supplied by the interpreter. The 

basis functions are chosen to be rectangular prisms of unit amplitude. Since the goal is 
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to find a model which minimises a specific objective function, the inversion results should 

not depend upon the model parameterization. This means that a fine discretization is 

required and thus the number of cells will be large. Discretization of above equation 

yields 

T T  #,(m) = (m - mo) W,W,(m - mo), (6.4) 

and WZW, is given by 

Inequation(6.5) W. is adiagonalmatrixiPithelements J-, W, = J A ~ A Z ~ ~ W ~ ,  

W, = JhzhrldyhzhrldywD, and W, = J-wD, ahere Az, Ay , and AI are the lengt hs 

of the ceil, and dx, dy, and dz are the distances between the central points of adjacent 

cells in the x-, y-, and z-directions. WD is the discrete differential operator. The inverse 

problem to be solved can be stated as 

where qPaT is the desired misfit level. 

Even for a small3-D problem, the number of ceUs c m  be e ady  over IO5, and number 

of data usudy is greater than IO3. Thus it is impractical to solve the linear inverse 

problem stated in above equation directly and hence the use of the generalized subspace 

method of Oldenburg et al. (1993) is necessary. This technique has been used to solve 

other linear inverse problms by Li and Oldenburg (1996) and Zhang and Oldenburg 

(1994). In the subspace method the model perturbation is restricted to be a linear 

combination of search vectors K, i = 1 , 2 , . - . , q ,  where q is much srnalIer than M, the 

number of model cells. Thus 
'l 
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The linearized objective h c t i o n  in equation (6.6) can be rewritten as 

#m(m)= [~~~[m(")+Va-m~]ll~+@-~{II~~[d(m("))+ JVa-d*']l12 -V'). (6 .8)  

Setting V$(a) = O yields 

where B and c are given by 

T T TW B = v ( J  W, d ~ + p ~ , T ~ m ) ~  

and 

T T  T e = -pvT W: wrn [m(") - mol - V J W, wd [d(m(")) - d*'] . (6.11) 

The mat& B is a q x q positive define and symmetric matrix and is easily inverted 

provided that q is relatively small. 

The steepest descent vectors associated with those two objective functions, #d and 

&, are used as basis vectors. The misfit objective 

variety of ways. In m y  work, 1 partition $d according 

function may be partitioned in a 

to the fiequemies: 

where NF  is the number of frequencies. There are also different ways to partition the 

mode1 objective function. 1 choose to partition #, corresponding to the four components 

in equation (6.6). So the next set of vectors is 

where k = 1,2,3,4.  The sum of a l l  four terms in above equation equals the steepest 

descent vector for V,$,. A constant vector is also included. So the total number of 

vectors used in the subspace inversion is NF + 4 + 1. 
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The success of a subspace approach hinges upon the spa.nning vectors for the activated 

subspace. In this Chapter, 1 focus on the use of the steepest descent vectors associated 

with the divided components of the misfit and mode1 objective functions. Discussion on 

other possible choices of the spanning vectors can be found in the original papers by Gill 

et al. (1981) and Oldenburg et al. (1993). 

6.3 Calculation of the sensitivities 

The key element in this linear mapping is the calculation of the sensitivities. McGillivray 

et al. (1994) reviewed several methods for the computation of the sensitivities. The 

fiequency-domain Maxwell's equations are 

where Je is the electnc current, and J, = -iopM is the magnetic current, where M is 

the magnetisation. The general boundary conditions are 

where U stands for either E or H, q and ( are constant, Ti is the unit normal to the 

boundary aD of the domain D, and Q is the appropriate electric or magnetic surface 

current density. If the discrete conductivity is 

where $k is the basis function, then the sensitivity problem is 
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and the corresponding boundmy conditions are 

The a d a r y  problem associated with above sensitivity problem is 

where ro is the observation point, and G and H' are the a d a r y  electric and magnetic 

fields. The sensitivities for the vertical magnetic field are 

where G is due to a vertical magnetic dipole of strength ( - iwP)-l  at ro, 

6.4 Approximate sensitivities 

The adjoint-equation method outlined in the previous section can be used to generate 

accurate sensitivities. However, the calcdation of the electric field E and the a d a r y  

field G wil l  incur considerable computationd time, and this is exactly what 1 want to 

avoid. In this Chapter, 1 compute the electric field and the a d a r y  field based upon 

the Born approximation. A similaz technique has been used by a few authors to invert 

EM data. Oldenburg and Ellis (1993) used the sensitivities fiom the 1-D magnetoteliuric 

inverse problern as approximate sensitivities for the 2-D problem, while Smith and Booker 

(1991) used 2-D electric field in their calcdation of the sensitivities. In both cases, a 

s m d  amount information about the 2-D structure is incorporated in the sensitivities. 

Farquharson (1995) used a similar technique to invert 2-D magnetotelluric data. Those 

approximations can lead to considerable saving on computational t h e ,  and in many 

cases enable the inversions to converge to an acceptable solution. However, the sensitivity 
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matrix does not include any information about the dependence of a measurement on the 

cells close to, but not immediately beneath, the station. Also, the discretkation of the 

model is restricted to have each column of cells below a station. My formulation does 

not have t hese restrictions. 

6.4.1 The electric field and its adjoint field within a half-space 

In a Born approximation, the true electric field inside the scattering body is replaced 

with the background electric field. The choice of the background electric fields can be 

different but in this chapter, the electric field and its adjoint field within a half-space 

are used in evaluating equation (6.23). The electric field and its associated a d a r y  

field are in general functions of angular hequency w ,  coil separation r, and depth z, but 

for convenience 1 denote the electric and aiuciliary fields as E and G. The electric and 

adjoint fields inside a layered earth have been given in Chapter 2. For a hal£-space, they 

are reduced to 

E = -iwpoIa XJi (Xa) Jl(Xr)dX, (6.24) 

and 

6.4.2 The calculation of the numerical integral in Equation (6.23) 

In the calculation of the 3-D numerical integral in equation (6.23), both the electric 

and adjoint fields need to be evaluated at many locations inside each cell. To Save 

computational time, the electric and its adjoint fields are approximated with a trilinear 

interpolation. Look-up tables with values of those two fields at all nodes in the model 

needs to be generated k s t .  The data are put on a regular grid. Because of the syrnmetry 

of this problem, 1 only need to carry out the calculation on either the upper (a: > O) or 
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Figure 6.2: The local coordinate system for the calculation of sensitivities 

lower portion (z < O )  of the mode1 (Figure 6.2) .  

Let E = E,a,+ E,n,+ E,n,, and G = G,n,+G,n,+G,n,, where n,, n,, and n, are 

the unit vectors in the x-, y-, and 1;-directions, then the real and imaginary cornponents 

of the inner product are 

Re(E G )  = ReE, ReG, - ImE, ImGx, +ReE, ReG, - ImE, ImG, (6.26) 

and 

I m ( E .  G)  = ReE, ImG, + ReG, ImB, + ReE, ImG, + ReG, ImE,. (6.27) 

Note that in 1-D Maxwell's system of equations Ez = O. Since G satisfies the same 

partid differential equation (except a scaling factor) and boundary conditions as E, G, 

also equals zero- If the amplitudes of E and G are denoted as E and G,  then 
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and 

where T p  = 4- and = d m .  So equations (6.26) and (6.28) have to 

be calculated accordingly in regions 1, II, and III in Figure 6.2: 

and 

1 
Q i ~ l l i r i -  y < 

r p f a  

Re(E . G )  = Q -~b-Rl+z' 
rptu O < y < R  

Q". Y > R  

where Q = [ReE ReG - ImGImE], and P = [ReE ImG + ReGImE] 

A trilinear interpolation is used to approximate the dot product of the electric and 

the adjoint fields in equations (6.31) and (6.32). Let f ( x ,  y, z )  = E G,  then 

where fi to f8 are the values of f(x, y, z )  at the eight nodes, and 

x - x1 Y - Y1 z - 21 
t = , u =  , and v = 

x2 - 2 1  Yz - Y1 2 2  - 21 
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Figure 6.3: The order of the nodes for interpolation of E G in each cell 

The order of the nodes in above equation is shown in Figure 6.3. The approximate 

sensitivities of the magnetic field are 

where Ax, Ay, and Az are the lengths in the x-, y-, and z-directions of the cell. 

In 3-D EM surveys, especidy in airborne EM surveys, the data usudy are collected 

over regions of several hundred square-kilometers. When the earth is discretized into 

a 3-D model, the number of the model cells can be potentidy huge. Because of the 

s m d  foot-print of loop-sources in EM surveys, only those celis close to the source can be 

illuminated. Thus there is no need to calculate the sensitivities for al1 cells of the model. 

In this thesis, 1 use a window to choose the model ceus from which the sensitivities 

will be calculated. Once the sensitivity matrix g within the window is computed, the 

global sensitivity matrix J c m  be easily assembled honi g. The size of the window 

depends upon the fiequency and the geometry. The lower the frequency and the larger 
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the coil separation, the larger the window. For the common used fiequency band and 

coil separations, a window of 400m by 400m is adequate. 

As an example, the sensitivities at 900 hertz over a O.OlS/m half-space are cdcuiated. 

This half-space is divided into 80 cells in the x- and y-directions, and 12 ceIls in the z- 

direction. Each cell has the same length in the x- and y-directions (5m) and the tbickness 

of the cells increases with respect to depth. The source is located at x = SOOm, y = 200mJ 

and the receiver is placed at z = 210mJ y = 200m. The coil separation is 10m, ând the 

observation height is 30m above the ground. Figure 6.4 shows the sensitivities for the 

layer between O and 2 meters depth. Panel (a) plots the real, and panel (b) pbts the 

imaginary components of the sensitivities. Figures 6.6a and 6.6b present the red and 

imaginary components of the sensitivities due to a layer extending from 45 and 50 meters 

dept h. The amplitude of the sensitivities drops quickly bot h horizont d y  and vertically. 

0.5 Synt hetic examples 

The data £rom the 2-prism model in Chapter 2 were inverted again with the approximate 

mapping algorithm. The model is divided into 18 by 36 ceUs in the x- and y-directions. 

Each celi has a dimension of 50m in the x-direction, and 25m in the y-direction. The 

thickness of the cells increases with respect to depth, to compensate for the Ioss in 

resolution. A total of 22 layers up to the depth of 200 meters was used in the inversion. 

This model discretization yields 15048 model cells. The error in the data is assumed 

to be Gaussian and independent, with standard deviation set to be 5% of the data 

strength. The conductivity of the best-fit half-space is 0.0105 S/m. The data objective 

function was partitioned according to the fiequency, and the mode1 objective functioa was 

partitioned by the four components in equation (6.3). A constant vector was also used 

in the inversion. The four parameters in equation (6.3) were set to al = 2 x lW5 ,  as = 
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Figure 6.4: The real and imaginary components of the sensitivities due to a layer be- 
tween z = O and 2m depth inside a O.OlS/m half-space. a) The real component of the 
sensitivities. b) The Maginary component of the sensitivities. 
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Figure 6.5: The red [panel (a)] and imaginary [panel (b)] components of the sensitivities 
due to the layer extending £rom z = 45 to t = 50m inside a O.OIS/m half-space. 
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Figure 6.6: (a) Misfit curve; (b) Mode1 norm as a fiinction of the number of iterations. 

as = a., = 1.0. The initial chi-square misfit was 5288. After 20 iteratioas, the misfit was 

teduced to 2131. Figure 6.6a plots the misfit curve. Figure 6.6b shows the mode1 n o m  

as a function of iteration. 

Panels (a) to (c )  in Figure 6.7 plot the apparent conductivity, which was obtained 

by fitting the data at each station to a half-space, at 900, 7200, and 56000 hertz. The 

apparent conductivity indicates the existence of two anornalous bodies. But it is impos- 

sible to tell whether those two bodies are conductive or resistive, let aione their buried 

depths. 

Figures 6.7d to 6.7i show the x-y plan-views of the model recovered ftom the inverse 

mapping, nt 20, 45, and 80 meters depth. The white boxes indicate the positions of f hose 

two prisms. At z=20m, the inversion successiully recovered the upper conductive prism. 

The plan-view at z=45m indicates a second conductive prism. The recovered model at 

z=80m iorms a single anomdous body centered at x=300m, which is not a good image 

of the true model. 

Figures 6.8a to 6 . 8 ~  show the x-z cross sections of the recovered model at y=250, 350, 

and 450 meters. At y=250m, the upper prism is weii defined by the inversion. At section 

y=350, the inversion recovered an anomaly high, extending approximatdy from station 
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150m to station 500m. The recovered model at y=450m also indicates the existence of 

a conductive body, whose center is shifted towards the upper prism. Compared to the 

recovered mode1 hem 1-D inversion of the same data set (Figure 6.8d), the reconstructed 

conductivity fiom the 3-D linear mapping defines the thickness of the conductive bodies 

better. On the other hand, the recovered mode1 fiom the 1-D inversion is more compact. 

The synthetic data example shows that, even though there is blurring and distortion of 

the conductivity blocks, there is much information about the 3-D conductivity structure 

that is evident in the images. 

6.6 Field data example 

The most crucial test for any geophysical inverse algorithm is the inversion of field data 

sets. 1 use the linear rnapping to Mage the DIGHEM data at Mt. Milligan, over a 1.3 

km by 1 km region shown in Figure 6.9. More information about the background of the 

data set can be found in Chapter 2, where a section of the data set (Y96001 was inverted. 

Figures 6.9a and 6.9b show the real and imaginary components of the coplanar data at 

56000 hertz. Panels (c) and (d) plot the data at 7200 hertz, and panels (e) and (f) show 

the data at 900 hertz. Negative inphase data at 900 and 7200 hertz are observed at the 

center of the region. Those negative inphase data result fiom the strong magnetization 

in this region, and cannot be explained by any purely conductive structure. Only the 

cpadrature phase of the data was therefore used in the inversion, since it is less dected 

by the magnetization. The Iine spacing is about lOOm and the station intervd is about 

25m. So the number of stations is 11 x 13 = 143, and the number of data is 143 x 3 = 429. 

A window of 400m by 400m was used to calculate the sensitivities. In order to apply the 

window in the inversion, the region is eniarged by 200m in each direction. The sizes of the 

model are chosen to be 50m in the x- and y-directions. The earth is divided into 25 layers 
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Apparent Conductivity (rnS/rn) Recovered Conductivity (mS/m) 

Figure 6.7: The x-y plan-views of the recovered model and apparent conductivity. Panels 
(a) to (c) plot the apparent conductivity obtained from data at 56000, 7.2k and 900 hertz. 
Panels (d) to (f)  show the recovered model at 2=20, 45, and 80 meters respectively. 
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Recovered Conducüvity (rnWm) 

Figure 6.8: The x-z cross-sections of the recovered model at y=250, 350, and 450m [panels 
(a) to (c)]. Panel (d) shows the recovered model from 1-D inversion. 
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in the vertical direction. So the total number of model cells is 32 x 28 x 25 = 22400. The 

parameters in equation (6.3) were chosen as al = 2 x and a2 = as = a4 = 0.1. The 

number of basis vectors was 8, and the vectors were the same as those in the previous 

inversion of the 3-D synthetic data. The error was assumed to be 10% of the data 

strength. The starting model is the best-fit half-space of 1.667 mS/m, which gives an 

initial chi-square misfit of 2.277 x IO5. 

A crucial aspect in an inverse mapping is to decide how well the data should be 

fit. 1 first set the target misfit as 4 x IO4. After 20 iterations, the chi-square misfit 

was converged to the specified target misfit. Figure 6.10 displays the recovered model 

at sections Y9200, Y9400, and Y9600. Two conductive highs aze observed in panel 

(a), around stations at x=400 and 600m. Those two conductive highs become further 

and further away from each other at sections Y9400 and Y9600 (panels (b) and (c)). 

A resistive layer over the top of those two conductive anomalies is recovered from the 

inversion. Panel (d) presents the recovered conductivity from the 2-D inversion of DC 

resistivity data at section Y9600 (OIdenburg et al., 1996). The numerical range of the 

recovered model £rom the approximate 3-D inversion is wider than the model in panel (d). 

The conductive zones at the left upper corner in panels (c) and (d) have similar numerical 

values. In panel (c), the conductive anomaly around station at x=900m corresponds to 

the conductive zone at the right end of the section in panel (d), but dips towards left 

instead of right . 

The geological cross-section at section Y9600, which was provided by Delong et al. 

(1995), was incorporated into Figures 6.10~ and 6.10d. The major features of the geo- 

logical cross-section include: (1) the monzonite stock, which is truncated on the left by 

the Harris Fault, (2) the arcuate feature, refered as the Rainbow Dyke, extending from 

the stock to the surface on the right, and (3) trachyte Dyke between the Rainbow Dyke 

and the central monzonite unit. MBX Stock, and Rainbow Dyke. High conductivities 
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are observed at the left of the Hamis Fault. To the east of the Harris Fault , Iow conduc- 

tivity was recovered at the top 50m of the recovered model. The inverse mapping also 

recovered a conductive zone in the vo~canics to the east where the Rainbow Dyke reaches 

the surface. 

Figure 6-11 shows the x-y plan-view of the recovered model at z=10, 30, 50, 80, 100, 

and 120m. A resistive zone is circled by a conductive ring (panels (a) to ( c ) ) .  The 

resistive core disappears at depth (panels (d), fe) and (f)). 

Next I set the target misfr level to 2.7 x 104, to investigate the effect of different target 

misfit level on the inverse mapping. It took 24 iterations for the inversion to converge. 

The recovered conductivity image is shown in Figure 6.12. The images look similar to 

those in the previous figure, but the amplitude of the conductivity recovered fiom the 

inverse mapping becomes unreasonably high, and s m d  art3cia.l structures start to b d d  

up. Those are the indication that the data have been over-fit, and that the constructed 

model has becorne unreliable and should not be used in interpretation. 

The image obtained from the linear inverse mapping has been useful in delineating 

fault regions. The &e of the problem solved in the M d  data example indicates that this 

linear inverse mapping may be used as a practical tool to extract information about 3-D 

conductivity distributions. 

6.7 Conclusions 

A linear inverse mapping based on Born approximation is developed in this Chapter, and 

it can be used to map EM data into 3-D images of conductivity distribution. This inverse 

mapping is obtained by linearizing a nonlinear objective function, and then solving a 

h e m  inverse problem. To handle large scale problems, a subspace method is incorporated 

into this inverse mapping. 
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Figure 6.9: DIGHEM data at Mt. 1Milligaa. Panels (a), (c), and (e) show the real 
components of the coplanar data at 56000, 7200, and 900 hertz respectively. Panels (b), 
(d), and (f) show the corresponding irnaginary components. 
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Recovered Conductivity (mS/m) 

Easting (km) 

123 12.4 12.5 12.6 12.7 12.8 12.9 13.0 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.4 13.5 

Easting (km) 

12.3 12.4 12.5 12.6 12.7 12.8 12.9 13.0 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.4 13.5 

Easîing (km) 

12.3 12.4 12.5 12.6 12.7 12.8 12.9 13.0 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.4 13.5 

Easting (km) 

Figure 6.10: The X-Z cross section of the recovered conductivity, with overlayed geology 
(white lines), fiom the 3-D approximate inversion of DIGEEM data at Mt. Milligan. 
Panels (a), (b) and (c) plot the sliced mode1 at Y9200, Y9400, and Y9600. Panel (d) 
shows the recovered conductivity from 2-D inversion of DC resistivity data over section 
Y96OO. 
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Recovered Conductivity (mS/rn) 

Easting (km) Eaçtjng (km) 

Figure 6.11: The X-Y plan-view of the recovered conductivity from the 3-D approximate 
&version of DIGHEM data at Mt. Mïliigan. Panels (a) to (f) plot the sliced mode1 at 
z=10, 30, 50, 80, 100, and 120m. 
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Recovered Conductivity (mSIrn) 

123 124 125 126 127 128 129 13.0 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.4 13.5 

Easting (km) 

123 12.4 12.5 126 12.7 128 12.9 13.0 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.4 13.5 

Easting (km) 

123 124 125 12.6 127 12.8 12.9 13.0 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.4 13.5 

Easting (km) 

12.3 12.4 12.5 126 127 12.8 12.9 13.0 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.4 :3.5 

Easting (km) 

Figure 6.12: The X-Z cross section of the best-fit conductivity, with overlayed geology 
(white lines), fiom the 3-D approximate inversion of DIGHEM data at Mt. Mïlligan. 
Panels (a), (b) and (c) plot the cross-sections at Y9200, Y9400, and Y9600. Panel (d) 
shows the recovered conductivity from 2-D inversion of DC resistivity data over section 
Y9600. 
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The choice of target misfit is important for this inverse mapping. To keep the lin- 

earization valid, the data misfit should not be reduced too much. The appropriate taxget 

misfit level may be determined by examining the amplitude of the recovered conductiv- 

ity Mages £rom several test runs. Because of the Born approximation, caution is needed 

when applying this inverse mapping to data collected £rom regions with large conductivity 

contrast. 

The output fiom this Iinear mapping rnay be geologicaily and geophysicdy inter- 

pretable. If the inverse mapping can be done reasonably fast then it will provide prompt 

feedback in field surveys. This technique allows the data to be presented in the right 

physical units. If there are artificial structures, the interpreter will Iikely corne to recog- 

nize and account for them in any preliminary interpretation. The output from this linear 

mapping may also be used as a weighting function in the inversion of another geophysical 

data set. This cm be a f i s t  pass cooperative inversion. The image obtained fiom the 

linear mapping can also be used as a starting mode1 for subsequent inversions. 

The results £rom the synthetic data test are encouraging. The resultant images have 

provided much more information about the depth extension and amplitude of the 3-D 

conductivity distribution than apparent conductivity. The test on the field data set 

also generated usefd images which not only agree with that obtained £rom 2-D rigorous 

inversion of DC resistivity data, but also are geologicdy meaningful. The existence of 

the three major geological units is obvious in the reconstructed conductivity image. 
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Summary 

A EM source induces secondary currents in the earth, which in turn generate secondary 

magnetic fields which can be measured by EM receivers. The EM response depends 

upon the frequency, the conductivity, the magnetic suscep tibility, and the geometry. B y 

carrying out inversions of the measured data, information about subsurface structures 

can be obtained. Geological structure is usually 3-D, but the multi-dimensional rigorous 

inversion of EM data is currently too computationdy demanding to be carried out on a 

routine basis, even using the st ate-of- the-art cornputer technology. Therefore 1 focus on 

solving 1-D inverse problems. The a h  of this thesis is to develop techniques for inverting 

controiied-source EM data to extract information about conductivity and susceptibility. 

DXerent orientations of the source probe the earth somewhat difFerently while dif- 

ferent orientations of the receiver measure different components of the earth response. 

When oniy a limited number of frequencies are available, the data from diflerent coil 

configurations provide compIementary information about the conductivity. EM data 

have long been routinely collected with difEerent coil systems. Flexible, robust and sta- 

ble algorithms to invert the data from the coaxial, perpendicular and vertical coplanar 

EM systems are long overdue. In Chapter 2, I described an iterative, linearized inversion 

procedure for inverting frequency-domain Eh1 data coUected with the horizontal coplanar, 

vertical coplanar, coaxial, and perpendicular coil configurations for a 1-D conductivity 

model. This procedure is typical of the inversion strategy that one would Like to apply 

to the data in the-domain, and to multi-dimensional EM data. Up to now, the rigorous 



inversion algorithm developed in Chapter 2 is the only one in the literature which can 

invert data fkom difFerent coil systems. This technique can be potentially extended into 

the tirne-domain, and can also be used to construct various approximate 3-D inversion 

algorit hms . 

A linear relationship among the horizontal coplanar, vertical coplanar, and coaxial 

data has been established. This relationship only holds over a 1-D earth, and therefore 

it can be used to signal the violation of the 1-D assumption. It can also be used as a 

potential mapping tool, to locate the regions of high conductivity variation. 

In a 1-D environment, inversions of data h m  different coi1 systems can generate 

similar results. But for those systems such as EM-31 and EM-38 which operate at only 

a very limited number of frequencies, joint inversion of 1-D data rnay be potentiaily 

beneficial. If, however, signai-to-noise ratio of the data is hi& and data for each coil 

configuration are measured at many frequencies, then the joint inversion of 1-D data 

may not provide extra information. 

In a 3-D enviroment, different coil systems couple with the targets clifferently, and thus 

EM data measured with difFerent coil systems carry independent information about the 

anomalous bodies. Consequently it shodd be beneficial to use 3-D algorithms to jointly 

invert those EM data from different cod systems. However, because of the limitations of 

computer resources, 1-D algorithms in many cases are used to interpret 3-D data. The 

major clifficulty with 1-D joint inversions of 3-D data is that 3-D structure affects data 

from different coil systems in difFerent ways, so those data sets may be incompatible with 

the 1-D assumption and the ascribed error. Therefore it is uxic1ea.r if 1-D joint inversion 

of 3-D data collected with different coil systems can generate a better result. Through 

synthetic and field data examples it is found that in 1-D joint inversions, the 3-D data 

cannot be fit to the same degree as in the inversions of individual data sets, but the joint 

inversion can be potentidy useful because the recovered models carry the characteristics 
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of models recovered from the inversions of data from difEerent coi1 configurations. 

According to inverse theory, model space can be divided into activated and null 

regions. The activated region is the part of the model space illuminated by the data. 

The larger the activated region, the more information about the model can be obtained. 

When only a lirnited number of frequencies or tirne channels are available, the activated 

region can be enlarged by measuring the EM response at as many positions as possible. 

Joint inversion of surface and borehole EM data is such an example. Surface data can 

illuminate one part of the model space, and borehole data can activate another part of 

the model space. These two activated subspaces in general do not completely overlap 

with each other, and the combination enlarges the activated portion of the model space. 

In Chapter 3, 1 extended the work in Chapter 2 to invert transient EM data from both 

surface and borehole configurations. The algorithm developed in this chapter is probably 

the only code which can carry out a rigorous inversion of large loop TEM borehole data, 

Surface TEM data have better signal-to-noise level at early times but the borehole data 

enjoy higher signal-to-noise ratio at late times. From the synthetic data examples it is 

concluded that inversion of surface data can delineate the nem surface structure better, 

while inversion of borehole data can reconstruct the structures at depth better. Joint 

inversion of these surface and borehole data has enlarged the activated model space, and 

therefore the results from inversions of individual data sets are improved significantly. In 

practice, however, 3-D effects exist, which can cause difficulties for the 1-D joint inversion. 

The field data example is inconclusive but it did show that the use of borehole data in 

the inversions can enhance the structures at depth. 

The effect of magnetic susceptibility on EM data has long been appreciated. A 

classic example is the negative inphase data measured with a typical frequency domain 

airborne electromagnetic system. These negative data can not be explained by any purely 

conductive model, and have been routinely excluded from the inversions in searching for 
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conductivity. In Chapter 4,1 developed an inversion algorithm for extracting information, 

when the conductivity is known, about the distribution of susceptibility from the 1-D 

inversion of EM data. 

The susceptibility enters the prob1em through two avenues. In the quasi-static as- 

sumption p and u come together in the term jwpa,  and without pnor information there 

is no possibility to separate them. Mathematicdy, independent information about sus- 

ceptibility &ses only from the boundary conditions in the recursion formula for input 

irnpedances. 

The same technique as discussed in Chapter 2 was used to compute the sensitivities, 

but an extra boundary term was introduced into the solution. That boundary term 

represents the influence of effective magnetic charges accurnulated on boundaries of sus- 

ceptibili ty discontinuity. This algorithm has generated very usefd information a bout 

the distribution of susceptibility from the inversion of a field data set. The technique is 

new, and can be usefd when the conductivity is relatively uniform and resistive. The 

shortcoming is that conductivity has to be specified before hand, and in many field situ- 

ations this is unknown. Therefore, the theoretical value of this technique is much greater 

than its practicd value. A few authors (Qian et al., 1996; Beard et al., 1996) have been 

inspired by the work in this chapter, and have published their work subsequently. 

As a natural extension to the work in Chapter 4, 1 attacked simultaneous inversion 

in Chapter 5, which can recover 1-D susceptibility and conductivity simultaneously from 

the inversion of a single EM data set. This algorithm eliminates the need to specify either 

conductivity or susceptibility a priori, as required in an individual inversion. The major 

difficulty is the speciiication of an objective function that includes both conductivity 

and susceptibility. 1 used the weighted sum of individual model objective functions for 

conductivity and susceptibility to form a global model objective function, and minimized 

that global model objective function subject to fitting the single data set. The choice of 
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the appropriate weight is important. Conductivity is dominant in the forward modeling 

because it varies several orders of magnitude in amplitude, but the data are more sensitive 

to the changes of the susceptibility. In order to avoid the violation of linearization, it 

is necessq  to apply more weights to the model objective function for susceptibility. 1 

tested the algorithm on field data collected at Heath Steele Stratmat, and found that the 

results provide useiul information about the geology of the region. By inverting a single 

EM data set, 1 recovered not only the conductive deposit at the Main Zone, but also the 

susceptibility structure associated with the gabbroic dyke. 

The s id taneous  inversion technique to recover conductivity and susceptibility from 

EM data is new in the literature. The impact of this inversion lies in that from now on, 

negative inphase AEM data will not be considered as contamination due to magnetic 

susceptibility, and can be included in the inversion to provide usefd information about 

the distribution of magnetic susceptibility through inversions. 

Due to the limitation of computer resources, most work on the inversions of controlled- 

source EM data is confined to the 1-D framework. Geological targets are usuaily 3-D; 

therefore 3-D inversion is highly desirable. Approximate 3-D inversion provides a possible 

solution to this stalemate. In Chapter 6, 1 used a Born approximation to construct a 

3-D linear mapping, which can generate a 3-D image of the conductivity £rom horizontal 

coplanar EM data. This mapping was posed as a linear inverse problem, and it was 

solved with a subspace method. This a l go f i t h  was applied to synthetic and field data 

sets. It has successfully handled a relatively large scale problem that consisted of more 

than 22,000 cubic cells and more than 400 data. In 1993, when this study was finished, 

thtit was considered to be a large problem. I believe that this technique is still valuable. 

The resultant model can be used dllrectly in the interpretation, and can be also used as a 

st arting mode1 for ot her linearized inversions. The linear mapping it self can be potentidy 

used in the fist several iterations of a rigorous inversion to Save computational tirne. 
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In summary, 1 have presented techniques that can generate information about conduc- 

tivity and susceptibility fiom the ngorous s id taneous  inversions of controlled-source 

EM data ftom different coi1 systems for the f t s t  t h e .  These techniques are poten- 

t i d y  usehl to the minllig industry and in other places where magnetic susceptibility is 

a concern. 1 have also reconstructed conductivity fiom the inversions of transient EM 

borehole data, which can be s t U  considered as a new technique. Those 1-D inversion 

methods developed in this thesis have provided necessary physical insights needed to 

attack higher dimensional problems. The 3-D linear mapping can be potentially usefd 

in the interpretation and inversion of controlled-source EM data. 
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Zero frequency solution for Hs over a half-space 

The asymptotic expression for the vertical component of the magnetic field , due to a 

dipole source of moment m, over a general l-Il earth at zero frequency is given by 

For a h a '  space of p = pi and u = al, the input irn~edance equals the intrinsic impedance 

m e n  the fiequency tends to zero, the normalized input impedance is 

Thus expression (A.1) c m  be further reduced to 

lim H+(T, W ,  z ~ , )  = - 
w-O 

4~ (pl + - PO)  Jd. 0 X2eA(zda-2h) J ~ ( x T ) ~ A .  

From Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965, p712 ), 

Letting m = 1, b = r ,  v = O ,  a = 2h and zd, = O yields 



Rom the first 

Appendix B 

Adjoint Green's function solution for the sensitivities 

two equations in equation (4.5) 1 obtain 

and 

Note that second terms on the right hand side of both equation (BA) and (B.2) are 

zero because permeability in each layer rem& constant and ÎIr, is only a function of z. 

Multiplying both sides of the third equation in (4.5) with iwp, 1 obta,in 

B B R  Solving equations (BA) and (B.2) for W p Z d  and i w p g e ,  and inserting these into 

equation (B.3) leads to 

Above equation can be reorganized into 



Appenàix B. Adjoint Green's function solution for the sensitivities 

Since there is no artificial source in the it h layes, 

BH, 8Hz - -  - (iweO + u)E. 
az a~ 

Hence the sansitivity problem can be expressed as 

Since the box car basis function is actudy the subtraction of two Heaviside functions, 

y5i = H(z - q)  - H(z - z ~ + ~ ) ,  the derivative of the box car with respect to the depth is 

Due to its symmetry this problem can be converted into the Hankel domain (Appendix 

B ) 

where u2 = A2 - w ~ ~ E ~  + iupcr. Compared with the pastial difFerentia.1 equation for 

the sensitivity of condnctivity, this sensitivity problem has two extra terms located at 

the upper and lower boundaries of each layer. 1 solve equation (B.lO) by introducing 

a Green's function G. Multiply both sides of equation (B.10) by G and integrate over 

the whole domain to obtain equation (4.15). The boundary term on the left hand side 

vanishes because the electric field for any finite source tends to zero at int'inity and so do 

its derivatives. Thus if the Green's function satisfies equation (4.11) , t hen the sensitivity 

for the electric field is given by equation (4.12). 



Hankel transformation for equation (B.8) 

The Hankel transfom is defmed as 

htegrate by parts to obtain 

Since the Bessel function of first order equals zero at r = 0, and the electric field and its 

derivatives diminish at infinity, the boundary terms in the above equation are equal to 

zero. The integrand can be further simplified by expanding and reorgani2;ing 

Let AT = R, such that f = &% =A-. & Carrying out this replacement in cooperation 

with the definition of the Bessel's function 



App endix C. Hankei trsndormation for eq nation (B. 8) 

(C.2) cm be rednced to 

The complete expression of the Hankel transformation for the partial derivative eqnation 

of is 



Appendix D 

Equivalence of equation (4.12) and (4.15) 

To prove that equation (4.12) is equivalent to equation (4.15), 1 o n .  need to show that 

Fkst of dl, the genenc solution for the electnc field and the Green's fnnction in the ith 

layer t ake the following form 

Therefore 

where Eo = i w p o I a J l ( A a ) e ~ z ~ * .  Inserting equation (C-3) back into the right hand side 

of equation (D.3) results in 

htegrating by parts 1 obtain 



Appendix E 

Computation of the discrete sensitivities 

In the caiculation of the sensitivities, 1 need to evaluate an integral f ,  dehed by 

with EO defined as in Appendix D. The partial differentiai equation for the electric field 

in the Hankel-transformed domaiu is 

Hence 

The general solution of equation (E.2) is a linear combination of up-going and down-going 

waves, as given in equation (D.2). Thus 

Inserting this equation back into equation (E.3) yields 

Since at the ith interface 
6'Ei OEi-l - = -- 
a* f i - ~  âz y 



equation (E.l) can be, for the convenience of computation, further vrittui as 

where 



The trade-off between a and p in the sensitivities 

Introducing a new parametu T ( & , U ~ )  = jwfiu;,  1 can rewrite the pertuxbation on the 

datum in equation (5.20) as 

ao, 
w u ,  p)  = i:C[&$r + 

i=l 

Noticing t hat 

1 can further reduce equation (F.1) to 

This is the same as equation (5.20), if 6Dl /& is defined as Qn. 
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